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Ford

Resists

Kissinger-Rockefeller Insurrection
Puts World on Brink of War

i

�.

June 12 (NSIPS ) - In an open insurrectionary drive against
the President of the United States, Vice President Nelson
Rockefeller and his Secretary of State Henry Kissinger this
week provoked a rapid escalation of the Lebanese conflict
and brought the world to the brink of thermonuclear war
between the superpowers . President Ford, hamstrung by the
attacks on the Oval Office and his own refusal to wage a
public fight against the Rockefeller conspirators , undertook
a series of behind-the-scenes actions which have so far
narrowly, but only temporarily, averted a "hot" war in the
Middle East. Publicly condemning the S yrian invasion of
Lebanon, the President announced he was personally
prepared to attend a Geneva conference as soon as it could be
convened.
Faced with the Vice President ' s open sabotage of
President Ford's peace initiatives, the U . S . working class, in
concert with a cross-section of the Ford campaign apparatus,
fired tens of thousands of calls to the White House and
Congress demonstrating their unequivocal support for a
Geneva conference and the immediate removal of the
dangerous insurrectionist Kissinger. Despite this un
paralleled outpouring from the U . S . population, the Congress
sat back and mutely watched the' dangerous spectacle of
Rockefeller' s destabilization of the Mideast and sabotage of
Ford ' s peace efforts , refusing to provide the President with
the critical leverage necessary to dismantle the Rockefeller
"national security" war-making and terror machine .
Beseiged by the mobilization . Congress played possum ,
preoccupied with limply defending itself against a wave of
Rockefeller-scripted sex scandals.
Both Ford and Congress are still afraid to risk a full-scale
public offensive against Rockefeller and Kissinger, although
Ford himself. the bulk of his White House and campaign
staffs, and responsible forces in both Democratic and
Republican parties recognize that Rockefeller and Co. are
fully committed to war. The working c lass mass mobilization
against Kissinger et al is aimed at bringing out into the open
the " underground" faction fight raging between relatively
sane forces behind Ford and the berserk Rockefeller con
spirators . In the past week, intense infighting between Ford
and Rockefeller has broken out for control of the CIA, F BI
Justice Department and the Defense Department. Ford' s
opposition to Kissinger on critical Middle East policy is an
open secret in Washington. In Congress, working class ac
tivity aimed at shutting down Rocky ' s "Terrorist In
ternational" is beginning to provoke anxiety attacks and to
break key Democratic Party figures out of Rockefeller' s
controlled environment.

Ford Resists
Alert to leaks and rumors circulating in Washington, Le
Monde reported June 9 that the Presidential Press Secretary,
Ron Nessen, had confided, "If the G eneva Conference were
to m eet, the President would attend it personally. " Le Monde
went on to observe that in a UN press conference last
S aturday Kissinger had specifically pointed out that "the
U . S . is not seeking the reopening of Geneva" in an attempt to
squelch the rumor circulated by Nessen. Furthermore, Le
Monde reported that the Secretary of State " refused to
condemn the recent Syrian intervention into Lebanon. "
Aides c lose to the President protested vehemently that Ford
considered any outside intervention in Lebanon a
" destabilization;" the President himself made the point
explicit in � " Face the Nation" television interview June 6.
later picked up by the London Daily Express.
The difference between Ford and Kissinger on Geneva and
on the Syrian invasion came further out into the light when a
source c lose to the President reported factional divisions in
the Administration and emphasized only that there were no
maj or public disputes between Ford and Kissinger' s method
of carrying out foreign policy. A close advisor to Kissinger,
m eanwhile, termed Ford " stupid" for refusing to go aiong
with the Sec retary of State ' s Mideast war provocations .
On June 10, Ford met with the President of Sudan, one of
the nations involved in the Arab League Lebanese peace
keeping effort, and praised him for his efforts to maintain
peace in Africa and the Mi d dle E ast. Congressional circles
revealed that Ford is putting strong pressure on Israel not to
exac erbate the crisis .'A leading Jewish figure in the Midwest
confirmed such reports , indicating that the President was
urging the Israelis not to respond to provocations and move
into Lebanon.
.
In a highly unusual move , the President dispatched James
Lynn, the Director of the Office of Management and the
Budget on a trip to Syria, Israel, E gypt and· Jordan. Lynn, a
holdover from the Nixon Administration, rarely travels
outside the country and some Washington observers
speculate that he has been sent on a " personal fact-finding
m ission" by the President . Ford has apparently learned not
to trust information received from Special Envoy to Lebanon
L. D ean Brown, the provocateur that Kissinger had
dispatched to stir up a war under a " Presidential cover . "
Ford' s failure, however, t o d e a l with t h e Kissinger issue
m ore directly for fear of losing the Republican nomination to
Rockefeller creation Ronald Reagan or his life to a National
Security (:ouncil assassin' s bullet, however, has kept
Rockefeller' s finger close to the nuclear trigger.
.
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Rocky HeigbteDs NomiDation BaUie to Box in Ford
To ensure that Ford remains fixated on the "politics of
winning" the GOP nomination, Rockefeller ordered his black
propaganda machine in the major media to predict a bloody
and debilitating brawl in the Republican Party over the
nomination - even before the votes were tallied in the last
round of the Presidential primaries June 8. In those contests,
Ford swept Ohio and New Jersey, but lost to favorite-son
candidate Reagan in California. Terming the outcome a
" stalemate, " Rockefeller's house organs proclaimed that the
battle for uncommitted GOP delegates would rip the Party to
shreds by the August convention in Kansas City and leave the
Republican nomination scarcely worth winning.
Rockefeller's blackmail-wrecking efforts are aimed at
keeping the President defensive and off-balance, allowing
the Vice President and his Secretary of S tate maneuvering
room. Ford ' s failure to dismiss the despised Kissinger,
despite overwhelming support for such a move within

Republican ranks, is attributed by Washington insiders to the
sly manipulation of the President by Rockefeller and his
allies in the Administration.
Rockefeller's media conduits are grinding out propaganda
to bolster his "bargaining" position . The New York Times,
Washington Post, plus network commentators including
Walter Cronkite and Eric Severeid of CBS have charged Ford
. with introducing "bitter invective" into the GOP race, and
bringing the primaries to a "divisive end. " Predicting a c lose
and venomous fight to the finish, these cacklers intimate that
in the next weeks ' battle for uncommitted delegates , Rocky,
with control over uncommitted slates in critical eastern
'
states , will play the decisive "kingmaker" role.
Despite such predictions, it now appears that Ford with 961
: delegates, can comfortably reach the 1 1 30 required for a
first ballot nomination. But a wholesale sabotage effort is
still not out of the question. In addition, Rockefeller, con
tinues to threaten a domestic " Operation Splinter Factor"
via Buckleyite National Review publisher William Rusher' s
fourth party conservative split-off which foists Reagan a s its
candidate .
In a sharp contrast to manufactured R epublican dissen
sion, after the final primaries the De mocrats c losed ranks
around former Georgia Governor Jimmy Carter, who won
the preferential primaries in Ohio and New Jersey. In a
sharp rebuttal to Rockefeller ' s attempts to use Senator
".
Hubert Humphrey (D-Minn) or California Governor Gerry
Brown in Troj an horse fashion against the Democratic
Party, Chicago Mayor Richard Daley unequivocally ordered
Humphrey to keep out of any last-minute stop-Carter effort.
He subsequently announced his support for Carter; Former
Alaba ma Governor George Wallace quickly followed suit,
throwing his delegates to the Democ ratic frontrunner. Only
Brown held out for Rocky ' s wrecking efforts , promising in an
interview after the last primaries to carry a bitter fight
against Carter all the way to the Democratic convention, as
he left to campaign in states which have not as yet selected
delegates.
Candidate Carter is by no means the " independent"
candidate that NSC-controlled media has attempted to
portray him . A creation of David Rockefeller's Trilateral
Commission with the blessings of Democratic patrician
A verell Harriman, Carter can be counted on to do and say
whatever his bosses from Lower Manhattan tell him to.
2
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Despite the Rockefeller-orchestrated pageantry of the
Democratic and Republican contests, the real story of the
presidential primaries is now acknowledged by even the likes
of columnist James Reston. "Over two-thirds of the eligible
voters in the primary states didn't bother to go to the polls,"
Reston wrote last week. noting that no one knows what these
, voters will do if they come out to the polls in November.

The Labor ParlJ Alternative

More knowledgeable political observers speculated that
the working class and pro-development capitalist layers are ;
beginning to coalesce around the Presidential campaign of ;
the U . S . Labor Party's Lyndon LaRouche Jr;, having failed
to sight any other candidate with a program for getting out of
the current depression and beginning the job of world
economic reconstruction. Two contests in last Tuesday's
primaries, plus broad-based mobilization to unseat
Rockefeller and convene a Geneva Conference underscore
the Labor Party's current influence.
In California, the infamous Poposition 15, barring all
nuclear power development as a threat to the environment
an d a potential blackmail tool of terrorists, was ove r
whelmingly defeated. In the same state, a bid by Institute for
Policy Studies-sponsored terrorist controller Tom Hayden to
unseat Democratic Senator John Tunney was soundly
rebuffed in the wake of the Labor Party ' s exposes of the
Institute' s terror ne twork .
Mass Outcry Against Kissinger

In response to the Labor Party ' s alert on Kissinger' s
Mideast escalation, high ranking officials in the Ford
Presidential Com mittee in Wisconsin, Illinoi s , Oregon,
Colorado, and Pennsylvania grabbed the phone s and called
the White House to press for Kissinger ' s immediate removal.
E ight leading figures in the Illinois Republican Party opened
their phones for full briefings from the USLP and im
m ediately plugged into their connections in Washington. One
Midwest investment banker volunteered, " I ' d rather stop a
war than save the dollar. "
Catalyzed into action by the anti-Kissinger sentiment
expressed by Chicago and northern R epublican leaders, the
office of Senator John Tower (R-Tex) , a leading spokesman
for the conservative wing of the party, called Labor Party
offices for a full briefing. The chief , c ounsel to Rep. John
Rhodes (R-Ariz. ) , the House Minority Leader reported that
the decision on Kissinger was to keep him abroad until
November and try to contain him - but Rhodes was not .
happy about it.
The activation of Republican Party layers was ac
companied by a rapid working class mobilization.
Congressional district and Capitol Hill offices were bom
barded with approximately 1 8 ,000 c all s this week, as a core
group of Labor Party supporters mobilized their co-workers
and neighbors to demand Kissinger ' s ouster. USLP
Congressional candidates in Detroit, Philadelphia and
D enver received extensive media air time and press
coverage. As a result, several district offices began to break
ranks. R ep s . Blouin (D-Ia) and Andrew Young (D-Ga) ex
p ressed complete agreement with the Labor Party that
Kissinger is hated and should be removed. E ven Jimmy
Carter, sensitive to what direction the political winds are
blowing, told the San Francisco Examiner yesterday, if
e l ected, " I ' l l fire Kissinger . "

Following the delivery of 570 petit ions to the Chicago office
of Senator Adlai Stevenson (D-Ill) , Stevenson told the Labor
Party that he fully opposed Syrian intervention into Lebanon
and was aware that a confrontation with the Soviets was
being set up in the Middle East. He asserted that without
present Palestinian Liberation Orga nization (PLO) leader
Arafat in control of the Palestinian movement, an overall
settlement in the' Middle East is nearly impossible . But
Stevenson refused to address the question of Kissinger.
Congress Under Pressure
,
A handful of key Congressmen and Senators threatened to
break raQks and permeate the public wall of silence on
Kissinger's Mideast war, Rockefeller let loose a second wave
of boudoir exposes, aimed a sha m ing the legislators into
s ilence through a campaign of innuendo and blackmail by a
string of Justice Department and NATO fillies . In addition to
Rep. Hays (D-Ill) , the original target who this week over
dosed with sleeping pills, Reps. John Young, Mike G rave l ,
R ep s . Banker, and Carl Albert have been accused of paying
their mistresses out of the public til l .
At the s a me time, Rockefeller's Fabian network in
Congress went into action t o keep a tight rein on all
parliamentary debate on the Mideast cris is . Senator George
McGovern (D-SD ) staged hearings June 7 in his Neareast
Subcommittee of the Senate Fore ign R elations Com m ittee
and refused to deal with the Lebanese conflict - even in a
perfunctory manner. Constructing a fake debate between
Israeli and pro-PLO "professors , " McGovern steered the
discussion away from any c onsideration of the Syrian in
tervention every time Charles Percy (R-Ill) l imply brought it
up.
Even after it became unavoidably clear that Kissinger is
com m itted to an all-out confrontation with the Soviets in the
area, McGovern mainta ined, " You can't ask me to comment.
I don' t have all the facts . "
Thus "arrangement" with Kissinger, conducted through
McGovern and others in the Democratic Party to go with
Rockefeller's Mideast showdown and restrain more in
dependent Congressmen like Stevenson from going after

K is s inger was further evid enced by " l iberal" Congressman
Jonathan B ingham ( D-NY ) who told the USLP, " I support
the Syrian invas ion of Lebanon . . . They should go in and c lean
out the left . . . There are no Arab countries that want peace . . .
G eneva is bullshit. "
By late June 8, the converging effect o f the open Kissinger
drive for war and the rage of the U . S . working class were
beginning to shake Capitol Hill. Democratic Congressmen
like Zablocki (D-Wisc . ) were reporting mheir opposition to
the Syrian intervention. Rep. Rosenthal (D-NY) was visibly
shaking. Rep. Morgan (D-Pa. ) , when presented the full
p icture of the Middle East situation could only report "We' re
gonna get screwed . "
Fight Breaks Out On Another Front
The factional split in the Administration also manifested
itself this week as conservative layers backing the President
tentatively moved to begin investigating and curbing
Rockefeller's Institute for Policy Studies blind terror ap
parat. Nazi Attorney General Edward Levi countered by
u s ing the Justice Department ' s Watergating apparatus in an
effort to stop any investigation of the Institute' s nuclear
terrorists. Over the last six days , traditional law en
forcement officers have arrested 25 "July 4" terrorists of the
Institute-allied Revolutionary Union i n Philadelphia ,
C a mden, Buffalo and Baltimore.
Levi reacted swiftly by utilizing General Accounting Office
(GAO) investigation of the F B I ' s criminal divi s ion to begin
Watergating that division, which is c urrently pursuing the
investigation of Institute terrorists.
According to GAO investigator Daniel Harri s , the GAO is
now reporting directly to the Levi-run Office of Professional
R espons ibil ity on the results of the investigation of the FBI
crim inal d ivis ion for COINTE LPRO activities prior to 1970.
But the time for halfway measures against the Rockefeller
Kis s inger insurrection is runn ing out. As long as Rockefeller,
K is s inger and their flunkeys remain i n office the danger of
war remains - as well as the danger of a Presidential
assassinati on. And j udging from this week' s developments,
these dangers are increasing each week .
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Soviets, Ford Act to Ease Middl e East War Crisis
Kissinger Sets Israeli Move; Syria Near Collapse
June 12 (NSIPS) - The Soviet Union and the Ford Ad
ministration acted this week to prevent the crisis in Lebanon
from setting off a general war in the Middle East. In a
statement broadcast today by Radio Moscow, the Soviet
government warned again that the " events in Lebanon may
develop into a broader international conflict , " and cautioned
both t he U . S . and France not to intervene into Lebanon.
"This is not 1 958," said Radio Moscow , a reference to the
invasion of Lebanon by U . S . Marines in that year.
Th e Soviet statement, a reiteration of an earlier pro
nouncement issued June 9, also carried a pointed warning to
Syria , whose armed forces - on order from Henry Kissinger
- have been battling Lebanese left ists and the Palestine
Liberation Organization. For the first time, the Soviets
reported the de facto alliance of Syria and Lebanese
Christian rightists against the left and the PLO, and hinted
that Syria and Israel were acting in collusion : " Prime
Minister Rabin of Israel has said he doesn't want to intervene
with Arabs who are suppressing Palestinians . "
The firm Soviet intention to block any outside military
intervention in the Middle East intersected with efforts by
President Ford and his allies in the U . S . Administration,
inc luding Defense Secretary Rumsfeld, to cool down the
Lebanon crisis, whose flames are being fanned by Secretary
of State Henry Kissenger and the National Security Council
on behalf of Rockefeller forces. In a surprise move, Ford
sent James T. Lynn, the director of the U . S . office on
Managem ent and Budget, on a tour of the Middle East.
Lynn, who arrived yesterday in Damascus , Syria, is a known
Ford supporter in the recent battle with Kissinger, who tried
to boost U . S . military aid to Israel.
"Brink of World War III"
The urgency with which Ford and his advisers view the
Middle East c ris is was outlined in a column yesterday by
E vans and Novak in the Washington Post. The Ford ad
ministration, reported E vans and Novak, considers the
situation more dangerous "than officials publicly admit . "
The columnists say that Ford believes that the impending
overthrow of Syrian President Hafez Assas by leftists who
obj ect to Syria ' s policy of murder in Lebanon might trigger
"an Israeli invasion of southern Lebanon. " This , they report,
might signal a repeat of the confrontation of O c tober 1973,
during the Arab-Israeli Oil Hoax war, when Kissenger or
dered a worldwide nuc lear alert of U . S . forces, .and the U . S .
and U S S R "hovered o n the brink of World W a r III . "
Key spokesmen for the Kissenger-NSC forces made crystal
clear their dangerous intent to push forward at all costs for a
showdown with the USSR . L. Dean Brown, the special U . S .
envoy sent last month t o Lebanon b y Kissinger, chuckled
when he was asked about the S oviet warning issued June 9.
"Its all part of the game , " he told a caller. Brown also
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ridiculed a proposal from the Arab League to send a pan
Arab force into Lebanon to replace the Syrians. "It'll be a
late day in the morning before you get an Arab League army
togeth er , " said Brown. " Why should Assad care?"
A top-level adviser to the State Department's Policy
Planning Committee was more blunt. "It would be useful for
everybody if the PLO would be crushed in Lebanon. Syria
j ust might do it yet. Some body has to. " Asked about the
Soviet statement, he laughed : "The Soviets are bluffing."
He derided th e Soviet warning as an e xample o f " presump
tuous peasant bluntness . "
A s Kissinger and c o . push Assad toward h i s downfall, the
Israeli war machine is being geared up to intervene against
Lebanon and Syria. According to the right-wing Israeli
newspaper Maariv, on the night of June 10 a major
reassessment of Israeli policy toward Le banon was carried
out, resulting in a sharpened definition of the tripwire "red
line" for an Israeli move into Lebanon. Israeli offiCials,
backed by Kissinger, warned that the arrival of an Arab
League force in Lebanon to replace the S yrian troops could
j ustify an Israeli invasion. The New York Times strongly
backed this suicidal Israeli position in an editorial position ,
which said that a pan-Arab force in Lebanon "could
drastically alter the Israeli defensive position, " leading to
" th e eruption of a new Middle Eastern war."
In a telegram to Prime Minister Rabin, U . S . Labor Party
Presidential candidate Lyndon LaRouche warned Israel in
the strongest terms that "whatever is going on in Lebanon is
none of the Israel government's goddam business , " adding
that Israel should stop " spreading horseshit around
presumed ' red lines' in Lebanon . " LaRouche has asked Arab
governments to impose a full oil embargo against the ad
vanced capitalist sector if Israel acts in Lebanon or Syria,
the telegram stated.
The Syrian Trigger
The fatal weakness of the Assad regime in Syria now
represents the prime danger for touching off a regional war.
At least 1 5,000 Syrian troops, backed by 500 tanks and heavy
artillery, have occ upied large stretches of eastern Lebanon's
Bekaa Valley and northern Lebanon, and have pushed
several times, unsuc cessfully, toward Lebanon's major
cities of Beirut. Tripoli. and Sidon. Overt Soviet opposition to
the S yrian moves in Lebanon. Iraqi military pressure on
S yria ' s eastern frontier, and universal condemnation of the
Assad regim e from other Arab states has isolated Assad and
given a boost to left-wing and pro-Iraqi dissidents in
Damascus. Informed observers consider the overthrow of
Assad a matter of days .
Syria ' s fai lure to crush the left-Palestinian coalition in
L e.banon during the initial phase of the invasion. which began
on June 1. has placed the regime in grave danger. The

strength of the leftist forces in Lebanon reportedly s hocked a
majority of Syria's officers . and Syria suffered heavy losses.
including dozens of tanks to sheulder-fired anti-tank m issiles
carried by the Lebanese-Palestinian forces. In S idon. the
- city's defenders allowed a Syrian column to enter the heart of
the city, then ambushed it in a hail of fire. virtually an
ni hilating the Syrian force . Heavy losses by Syria were also
reported in the mountain Ilasses in c entral Lebanon
along the road to Beirut, and in Beirut itself. According to Le
Monde, a 2000-man Syrian force stationed near Beirut Inter
national Airport was wiped out by a concerted attack
organized by the new Central Mil itary Command. uniting the
Lebanese left and the PLO.
Many Syrian troops were told by Damascus that they were
being sent to Lebanon to restore peace . were stunned when
they found themselves battling Palestinians and the
Lebanese left. accord ing to the Washington Post. Thousands
of men. including top officers from the Syrian force and from
the Syrian-controlled Palestine Liberation Army and Saiqa
have defected to the left. Both the commander of the PLA
forces in Lebanon and the No. 2 man in the pro-Syrian
Lebanese Baath fact ion went over to the leftist s ide. and have
issued radio appeals for mass defections.
According to the Washington Post, the use of force required
now to crush the resistance and occupy Beirut and other
Lebanese cit ies. probably necessitating the use of the full
power of Syria's Air Force wiUi accompanying heavy c ivilian
casualties. may carry a political price that the Syrian regime
cannot afford to pay.
Arab League, Libya Seek Truce
Intensive diplomacy within the Arab sector. led by the
Arab League. has tried to offer Syria a face-saving com
promise for pull ing its troops out of Lebanon. An abrupt
withdrawal. an admission of defeat by Syria. is not feasible
without ensuring the collapse of the Assad j unta . the poss ible
spark for a war between Israel and Iraq.
A meeting of Arab foreign m inisters convened, in per
manent session. on June 8 at Arab League headquarters in

C airo'to seek a formula for achieving a truce in Lebanon and
a face-saving Syrian military w ithdrawal. On June 1 0. Syria
reportedly agreed to a p roposal calling for the complete with
drawal of Syrian forces and their " replacement" by a force
of Arab peacekeeping troops from Algeria, Libya. Sudan
Saudi Arabia. Syria and the PLO. However, the plan ap-'
parently floundered when Syria repudiated its terms the
following day, suggesting pressure from K issinger. Jordan,
and Saudi Arabia.
After the collapse of the League ' s first effort, Syria
reportedly stepped up its intervention. sending several new
tank brigades and ,heavy artillery across the border on
June 1 1 . Heavy fighting broke out in Lebanon between Syria
and the Left PLO command, and Palestinian leader Vasser
Arafat c harged that the long-feared " general offensive" by
Syria has begun.
The Palestinians also reported that Jordanian army troops
had been deployed yesterday into Lebanon following a
hurried meetil1g between Assad and the Jordanian prime
m in ister and the chief of staff in Damascus.
The visit of the Jordanians to Syria was reportedly a ,
response to the movement of several Iraqi divis ions to the
Iraqi-Syria border. The I raqi move. an action to tie down
Syrian forces on another front imd pressure D amascus . was
denounced by the Syrian Information M inister, who " ex
pressed concern at the movement of Iraqi troop s . " Syrian
forces were rushed to the Iraqi frontier to counter the
buildup . further undercutting the chaotic Syrian regime.
Arab League Secretary G eneral Mahmoud R iad arrived
yesterday in Damascus to make a last-ditch effort to per
suade S yria to accept the League' s peace force. The R iad
v is it. and parallel negotiations in Beirut led by Libyan Prime
M inister Abdessalam J alloud. resulted in yet another paper
agreement, according to whic h the S yrians w ill withdraw
their army within ten days.
But reports from Lebanon ind icate that the S yrians have no
intention of withdrawing their forces. and that the Assad
acceptance of the League p lan may be j ust a maneuver to
" buy tim e . "

Syrra Regime on Br ink of a Coup
as Invasion of lebanon Backfi res on Assad
June 8 (NSIPS) - As the shock troops of the Syrian armed
forces method ically advance on Beirut to battle the Lebanese
left and their Palestinian allies. the regime at home is in a
shambles. The dictatorship of Hafez Assad. opposed by
widening layers of the Syrian population and by left and
progressive forces throughout the Arab sector. is on the brink
of being felled by a coup. The Assad regim e ' s willingness .
month after month for nearly a year. to act as an obed ient
- tool of Henry Kissinger in his drive for a rigged Arab-Israeli
showdown on Israel's northern front, has created chaos in
Syria .
By now, a leading U . S . Congressional source reported last
week. only the 25.000 palace guard thugs headed by Hafez
Assad ' s brother Rifaat are holding the l ine aga inst a coup .
The " government" of Syria is the core of the group of NATO
connected gangsters who first steered S yria into the arms of

the U . S . National Security Counc il through systematic
p urges in the late 1960s and early 1970s - the heads of the
armed services and the Interior M inistry and those in their
im m ed iate employ. Even Fore ign M inister Khaddam and
Prime M inister Ayybbi are under the gun, soon to be
replaced. The country itself is split down the m iddle between
groups sympathetic to Iraq and the Soviet Union and those
connected to Rockefeller' s Aramco o il sheikhs. According to
the Christian S c ience Monitor, if e ither s ide tries to prevail
over the coming days, " the regime won ' t last a week. "
.
The Props Collapse
Before this year's events Syria was a " radical Arab state , "
a poor imitation o f the pro-socialist Iraqi Baath regime to
Syria ' s east. Nom inally ruling at the top was a "National
Front" that juridically shared power w ith Syria's pro
Moscow Communist Party. Organiza � ional contacts into the
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population were maintained through the renegade "Syrian
Baath Party . " an Assad-controlled splitoff from Iraq' s
Baath. Syria ' s volatile Palestinian refugee population was
controlled through the institutional s et-up of the Syrian ar
my-backed Palestine Liberation Army ( P LA) and through
the Syrian wing of the Palestinian Liberation Organization,
Saiqa. Prevailing at the top of the pyramid was the Assad
c lique, basing itself on top-down control of one of Syria' s
minority sects, the Alawites . o f which Assad himself i s a
member. in alliance with right-wing honchos from the
maj ority Sunni Muslim sect, united around British-created
" Arab nationalism" and obsessive opposition to the "Zionist
state . "
The first victim o f Assad ' s collaboration with Kissinger in
carrying out the second phase of Kissinger's shuttle
diplomacy after the September 1 975 " Sinai Pact" between
Egypt and Israel were the Com munists. By the end of 1 975. as
Assad moved- for the first time to openly collude with the
fascist Lebanese Falangists. Com m unist leader Khaled Bak
dash was placed under preventive detention, and the first
wave of what became periodic arrests of leftists began. By
April 1 976 as thE: collusion between Assad. the Israelis, and
Kissinger arounci a stepped-up Syrian intervention into
Lebanon on the side of the fascists emerged, the Communists
m oved out of the erstwhile " National Front , " collapsing it.
Com munists and leftists have since been subjected to con
tinuous repress ion by Assad ' s secret police.
By mid-April. all institutional props began to disintegrate .
The " S yrian Baath Party, " described by one knowledgeable
Washington source as a series of " little offices in little
villages with pool tables in the m " but with at least some
minimal significance as an informational apparat. collapsed.
According to Le Monde reporter E ric Rouleau. 80 percent of
the electorate stayed away from the polls in the most recent
-regional administrative elections. while only 15 percent
voted for the " Baath . "
A s this month ' s Syrian invasion o f Lebanon unrolled and i n
the weeks immediately preceding. P LA units suffered a
steady stream of defections. The Saiqa group . always an arm
of Syrian intelligence but form erly boasting nominal ties to
the PLO, has also been hit with heavy defections. and has
been systematically repopulated through the deployment of
thugs paid by "praetorian guard" head R ifaat Assad.
Dissension has spread to the armed services. According to
Afrique-Asie magazine. the commandos of a 1 0.000-member
elite corp s in the army have issued an organizational
denunciation of the Lebanon intervention. Four generals
were reportedly arrested last week by Assad' s police for
refusing to order troops into Lebanon and for plotting against
Assad. Rouleau reports that loud debates have broken out
throughout army units being mobi lized for Lebanon duty.
while one Arab diplomatic source wryly commented, " I f
Assad allows h i s troops t i m e to think as they move into
Lebanon, he ' l l be in trouble . "
Assad's Vietnam
Assad ' s debacle in Lebanon is ironically the culmination of
six decades of counterinsurgent manipulation of the Arab
sector population. first by British Intelligence and more
recently by the Rockefeller-run CIA and National Security
Council. Assad ' s backing boils down to a set of peasant
paranoid fantasies, manipulated by intelligence services.
which have compelled him to enter a path leading rap idly to
his own demise.
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Syrian nationalists have never relinquished the dream of
the reconstruction of the "Greater S yria , " split up by the
French into the countries of Lebanon and Syria in the 1940.s .
To this day Syrians, as personified by Assad ( who also seeks
" stability" and "honor" for his fellow Alawites) yearn for Ii
Middle E ast map from which the " Lebanese" and "Zionist' "

" entities" have magically disappeared. As an aspect of this
fixation, the S yrian population is bewitched by the "return of
the Golan Heights" from Israel, lost under humiliating
circum stances in the June, 1 967 Arab-Israeli war.
Henry Kissinger, during his brinkmanship "shuttle
diplomacy" over the past nine months, has cynically con
vinced Assad that the National Security Council will rein in
the Israelis, that at the end of the arduous path of the
Lebanon invasion lies the prize of the Golan Heights , if Assad
unleashes his police and armed forces to exterminate the
widespread opposition to Kissinge r ' s diplomacy along
Israe l ' s northern tier.
At each j uncture at which Assad, seeing his internal
position evaporate, has had the choice of pulling out through
some face-saving device ; he has instead only more wildly
thrown his forces into the battle, like a gambler who com
pulsively keeps going after yet another disastrous loss. At
each j uncture, it has been Kissinger' s cajolery and promises
that have kept the gullible Assad strung along.
As this week ' s events decisively demonstrate, Assad has
been pla yed for a sucker, and his regime is sufferjng the
consequences.

Exclusive Interview:

State Department Advisor:
'Syr ia W i II Destroy the Left'
WASHINGTON, D . C . , June 10 (NSIPS) - The following
interview was conducted today by NSIPS with a top U.S.
S ta te Department advisor on the n uclear war threat posed by
the Syrian invasion of Lebanon.

NSIPS: Mr. L-, it seems we j ust squeaked by last night,
and that an element of rationality has finally entered into
Syrian President Assad ' s decision-making.
Dr. L-: Rationality? Ha! It would be useful for everybody
if the PLO would be crushed in Lebanon. The Syrians just
m i ght do it yet. Somebody will have to. Only the Syrians can
do the j ob properly.
NSIPS: Are you serious , Dr. L-? The Soviets will
never allow that. as their public statement makes absolutely
clear. The U . S . should thank the Iraqis . . .
Dr. L-: The I raqis are j ust p laying the Russian game, and
the Russians . with presumptuous peasant bluntness, said (in
the Soviet government statement) that the Middle East was
much closer to them than to us and other such nonsense. The
Russians are bluffing. The U . S . it seems, has a fear of in
volvement (in the Mideast) and the Iraqis. The Russians
ha ve no interest in the Middle East, except for Iraq and the
Palestine Liberation Organization school girls. Ha!

NSIPS: Are you saying that President Ford, who seems to be
. for Geneva, has wrecked Mr. Kissinger' s confrontation p lans
for the Middle East?
Dr. L-: Ford is stupid. That ' s ridiculous. The U . S . is lily
livered. Do you know what the State of Alert in the 6th F leet
is? State Five ! At State Six they doc k and let the troops go
swimming. Ha! There is zero chance of a superpower con
frontation over the Middle East. Zero !
NSIPS: The Syrian troops appear to have been badly de
feated at Sidon and they've been stopped long before Beirut,
reports say. There are also rumors of many Syrian troops
deserting to the Palestinian and Lebanese left forces, and
that Assad is facing serious coup d'etat threats.
. Dr. L-: Assad got his ass kicked? A couple of hom osexual .
buggered newsmen wander around stupidly in S idon and see
a few busted Syrian tanks. So a few rockets hit a few tanks .
The Syri ans have not yet m ade a decision to use their real
force in Lebanon. They' re playing around . And "'·at do you
mean the ' left' ? ? These people deserve the bilharzia they get.
Leftists ? A bunch of Muslim tribalists . They are not a force
for anything but 13ilharzi a and destruction. And destroying
hotels .
NS IPS: The Israeli rightists behind ( former Is raeli Defense
Minister) D ayan and Israeli Defense Minister) Peres are
threatening intervention and will almost certainly use nu
clear weapons.
Dr. L-: Israeli General Sharon is pushing like he is b e
c ause he knows the Israeli go�ernment is not capable of deal
ing with the PLO like it must be dealth with.
NSIPS: Will Syria m ake a decision to use their force in
Lebanon . as you said?
Dr. L-: There is evidence they will. They s aid so, that they
are still considering action . Iraqi pressure counts for
nothing. It ' s Saudi pressure that counts , and the S audis cut
leftist theories. So Syria stopped. But they might move .
Israel and Syria are in the business of building hotels, not to
have them destroyed .
NSIPS:' What evidence ?
Dr. L- : There i s evidence. believe me.
•

Exclusive Interview: .

What L. Dean Brown Thinks
About Lebanon Crisis
WAS HINGTON, D.C. June 1 0 (NS I P S ) - The following inter
view of L. Dean Brown was passed to NSIPS today by a
Washington newsman. Brown recently returned from Leb
anon, where he functioned as U.S. Secretary of Sta te Henry
Kissinger's special envoy. Arab sources have identified
Brown as chiefly responsible for the Secretary of Sta te's ef
fort to crea te a new Middle East war and nuclear confronta
tion with the Soviet Union. This interview was reportedly
conducted by telephone with Brown who is now stationed a t
his former post in Washington's Middle East Institute.

Reporter: Mr. Brown, what in your opinion does the Soviet
statement on Lebanon signify. I t seemed extraordinarily
straight forward and to the point, that they consider their
strategic interests to be involved in the s ituation, are mili
t arily prepared, etc .
Brown: The Soviets have been sort of on the top in relation
to Lebanon ; the Syrian moves started when Kosygin arrived
in D amascus. But the statement you mention, I think that's
all part of the game, we warn about intervention, they warn
about intervention. You say they warned us
. against doing
anything there? Ha, Ha!
Reporter: But Mr. Brown! This is an obvious and qualitative
shift from the previous character of Soviet statements. The
Soviets have never said anything so forceful and directed .
Brown: The Soviets have always been heavily involved in
Lebanon. When I was there, a Soviet group, who called them
selves j ournalists , was around, no one paid any attention to
them specially, they maintained contact with Assad. I think
the Soviets have always kept themselves in the situation;
Soldatov is very active.
Reporter: What about the Arab League peace-keeping force. '
What does that do to the situation?
Brown: Arab League! I would read between the lines on that
one. The question is whether Assad stops the'war, because
it'll be a l ate day in the morning before you get an Arab
League arm y together. By the time the Arab League gets
anything together, it'll be weeks at least. They' ll spend more
t im e fighting e ach Qther than getting an army. Why should
Assad be concerned? His attitude must be, if you want me to
come to a meeting, why not? Why shouldn't I go to a meet
ing? H e ' l l ask, an Arab army to do what? Assad can s ave
fac e , he c an now say, using pan-Arab language, we're here
for Arab unity, for the Arab cause?
Reporter: Are you then saying that Assad will move his
troops into Beirut?
Brown: Continue his military advance? Why? He c an stay
where he is and sit and wait and app l y a tremendous amount
of pressure.
Reporter: But all reports indic ate that Assad faces a coup .
Brown: Nonsense! He's running a country through the army
and the p arty. There are m anifestations here and there , but
that ' s to be expected. The problem is m ore one of economics
than it is of internal struggle or strife ; the moves on Beirut
h ave hurt the economy enormously; it' s had an effect on
development internally.
Reporter: According to the New York Times and Arab
sources, you h ave been an advocate of the S yrian invasion.
Brown: I didn't repudi ate the Times article, I only obj ected
that it tried to condense the two hours of t alk into a few para
graphs. My attitude is to stop the killing, there ' s no way out of
doing that first. I was never m aking considerations from the
standpoint of U . S . policy, that ' s entirely up to Henry Kis
s i nger. I j ust w ant the killing stopped, and I ' ve thought the
best w ay was to have the Sryians do it. If it could be done by a
p an-Arab army, I ' d support that, but don ' t count on that
com ing together.
..

.
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Exclusive Interview:

Former U.S. Ambassador to Saudi Arabia Scores
State Department Manipulators in Mideast
NEW YORK , June 10 (NSIPS ) - J ames Akins, former U ;S .
Amb assador t o S audi Arabia, warned that a Mideast war
could easily expand into a worldwide war in a recent inter
view here, and harshly condemned Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger' s role in provoking j ust such a possibility .
"Your arguement about the threat of an intended Maya
guez writ large in the Middle East is convincing ," Akins told
an NSIPS reporter last week. "My position is that the r:e cannot be a war in the area, however, because such a war will
get out of hand, and it will lead to a world war - then we' ll all
get killed. My basic principle is that we're governed by sane
men, but that premise may be wrong. You know, Kissinger
once said the U . S . could occupy the Middle East oil fields! If
h e really thinks that, then h e ' s dangerous ly in
competent. " Asked about the possibility of a Mideast nu
c lear war, Akins responded, "1 don ' t think Israel will use
nuclear weapons for political ends - only if their existence
as a state is at stake, a Sampson scenario. " What about a
takeover in Israel by the warhawk clique headed by (former
Israeli Defense Minister) Moshe Dayan and Defense Minis
ter Shimon Peres? " I t' s plausible, but not necessary. (Israeli
Premier) Rabin, given a pretext, would gleefully move into
southern Lebanon and more. The Israeli hard-liners see the
p resent Israel as just part of Eretz Israel ( the land of Israel 
Ed. ) . The Israelis want the Litani River waters . "
The "Kissinger Method
Akins described Kissinger' s plan to invade the Mideast oil .
fields. "This was about a year or so ago. There were rumors
that there might be an attack on the oil producers by the U . S .
In policy statements, Kissinger explained it away, and 1 did
the same, saying that it was a trui s m , that any country faced
with 'strangulation' would do the same, and so on. However,
thereafter a series of articles on this appeared in the press. A
coincidence? I attacked the invasion idea, and I wrote a
speech for an appearance in Chicago in which I condemned
the policy of invading the oil fields in the strongest term s . "
"Wel l , " Akins continued, " the speech w a s embargoed and
c lassified by the State Department. It was never given. Later
I learned that the rumors all came from Kissinger himself had given a background briefing to a dozen reporters, com 
pe
l te . . with maps, charts, pointers, arrows, and troop
movements . "
Akins speculated that this was one reason why h e was fired
by the State Department early th is year. " The other reason
was my work to bring down oil prices , " he said. "I thought it
was public policy to bring the oil price down ! What 1 couldn't
understand is why we (the United States ) were so reluctant
to pressure Iran. They're given anything the Shah wants . "
"
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" Just think of those hovercraft, hundreds of them, that the
U . S . gave Iran. Any they're not for invading India. The arms
supplies to Iran are very disturbing. And you see, Kissinger
goes wild when anyone brings up a moral reason for doing
anything. Look at the way he acted on his Latin American
and African trip s , " Akins said with disgust. " it's very cynic al
he didn' t mean a word of those fine speeches. That' s
typical o f the Kissinger m ethod . "

-

Oil Hoax
Asked to e laborate on the question of oil prices, Akins re
sponded, "Oil prices should have gone up , I've always said
that - but not so far or so fast as in 1973. But oil is a was ted
resource. I ' m all for fusion power, but it has to be made de
sirable. In 1 972 , I proposed the formation of an International
Energy Agency to coordinate the search for fusion power as
an international effort, sharing technology and so on. The
idea went nowhere. As a physicist, I was appalled. We have
to move very fast on fusion ; that's where all efforts should be
concentrated. I don't know that fusion will work, but it' s a
necessary effort.
In response to a comment that the 1973 Arab-Israeli war
was contrived by the Rockefeller-led financiers' faction to
impose a global oil hoax, Akins said, "Your thesis is similar
to what the French say - that the U . S . was hurt less than
other countries. and that 1 940s -style hegemony was restored.
I don ' t know. I do know that my efforts in Saudi Arabia (too
keep the price of oil down) were not supported. And the
E gyptians were taunted with their impotence . . . "
He continued. " I ' ll tell you a story. Last year the Saudis
wanted to hold an auction on oil prices. Presumably the price
would fall slightly as a result of expected low bids; there was
a market glut. The rest of OPEC was outraged. The Shah of
Iran sent (oil and finance minister) Amouzegar to see
( S audi oil mi n ister ) Yamani. and the au ction was called off. I
had a chance to talk to (Saudi) Prince Fahd - who was in
London - and get the auction rescheduled. I asked for per
mission to go and the State Department refused. They said
they didn't have the travel money! I magine - for a lousy
thousand bucks I was being prevented from saving the world
billions of dollars! "
" After that I began to send in reports critical of U.S. policy
toward Iran, " Akins said. "In February 1975 I was warned :
' S top the reports . ' I asked. ' Why' Are my facts wrong? Are
my assumptions wrong? ' They said no. Then why. I asked.
They said - a J'l� .nis was (under Secretary of State for Near
eastern Affairs) Atherton. whom I ' ve known since childhood
- they said. ' Because you're annoying the Secretary.' Right.
then I knew I was fired.
"

u.s.

Labor PartY Presidential CamP-Qjgn Statement
Why I Proposed

a

New Oi l Th reat

by Lyndon H . La Rouche, Jr.
WIESBADEN, w. Germany, June 10 ( NSIPS ) - Yesterday
midnight, E uropean time I instructed my associates in New
York City to dispatch an open express communication to
Premeir Rabin of Israel.
In this open communication, copies of which were also
immediately dispatched to Arab governments , I made three
crucial points : .
First, I emphasized to Mr. Rabin that any further babbling
from his government concerning some mysterious " red line"
in Lebanon creates a spectacle like that of a two-year-old
child playing with a live hand grenade.
Second, I reminded Mr. Rabin that such foolish babbling
played into the hands of Mr. Henry Kissinger and other
malignant forces . forces prepared to gamble the probable
physical extinction of the people of Israel. in a pawn ' s move
using Israeli military cap abilities .
Third. I informed Mr. R abin that I was proposing the
following prec autionary action by relevant forces : That if
Kissinger's Israeli military forces moved one centimeter
beyond the present Israeli occupation zones for intervention
into the Lebanese or Syrian crises, that not one drop of oil
should be sent to the United States. Western E urope or
Japan.
What This Means

The crux of that proposal is the f act that in the United
States at thi� time there is a m assive struggle erupting, with
the forces defending Constitutional government on the one
side, and the forces moving to effect a quasi-legalized " cold
coup d' etat" on the other.
For various reasons , the present Middle East situation is
one of the most crucial issues of that internal battle within
the United States . The forces of Constitutional government.
represented by President G erald Ford ' s efforts to probe for
an early Geneva approach to a political solution to Middle
East problems. are opposed by v ast private political intelli·
gence networks interfacing the Constitutional government,
most notably through elements of the U . S . Nation al Security
Council and Mr. Henry Kissinger.
The most recent obscene developments in the Middle E ast,
the treacherous and foul fresh i ntervention into Lebanon
directed by Kissinger accomplice President Ass ad of Syri a.
was thus in fact a traitorous effort by Kissinger and others to
sabotage the policies of the President.
These facts are of course variously mi srepresented and
obscured by the New York Times and those other principal
news media which have been recently complicit in the foul
game afoot. These are nonetheless facts. despite the de
testable prevarications and manifest cupidity by so m any
other leading editors and j ournalists i n Western Europe and
elsewhere .
Under these c i rcu mstances. it is in the urgent self-interest
of most of the world' s nations to shape their actions i n such a
w ay as to enhance the position of the forces of Constitutional
government in the United States at the expense of the
treasonous forces within the Atlanticist private political
intelligence establishment. The approach to the insane

behavior of that treasonous gang' s Israeli dUpes, the pawns
grouped around the Dayan-Peres forces, must be dictated
a ccordingly.
The Present Mideast Crisis
At this moment, there are two principal and interrelated
crises within the Middle East . The first is the Lebanon crisis,
a bloodbath of now over a year's duration, a bloodbath
foully and deliberately concocted under the direction of
various agencies of the warhawk faction associated with Mr.
Henry Kissinger. The second is the S yrian internal crisis,
brought to a head by Mr. Hafez Assad' s recent foul com
plicity with Kissinger' s treasonous game.
To be most precise, Mr. Assad has strained beyond the
b reaking-point the enormous toleration which Arab forces,
inc luding those inside Syria, have shown to him under the
title of Arab fraternity. Mr. Assad' s career, heretofore
almost a miracle of byzantine chess-play, has consequently
reached what m ight be eUphem istically termed a certain
point of maturity.
Consequently, the situations within Lebanon and Syria are
now at the verge of indicated surgical alterations by Arab
forces themselves. As I have stressed to Mr. Rabin, this
surgical p rocedure is an internal Arab affair which, to put
the point bluntly, is " none of Israel's dammed business , " and
under no c ircumstances could it be tolerated to have the
Dayan-Peres forces sticking their snouts into either Lebanon
or Syria at this time.
As should be well known to all highly-placed, informed
circles. the escalation of current Arab internal struggles by
an Israeli m ilitary intervention is the primary scenario
around which all the dissenting double-talk of the RAND
Corporation ' s " Schlesinger Doctrine" has centered from the
outset of the c ampaign around NATO resolution MC 1 4-4. If
I s r ae l . in any way, o n whatever pretext, moves to intervene
into the Lebanon-Syria crisis, the countdown toward
probable thermonuclear confrontation is on.
A combined Israeli thrust into Lebanon and into
D am ascus, a proj ect well within the operational capabilities
of the shallow blitzkrieg profile of the Israeli military
establ ishment. would at first be successfu l . However, in the
context of the inevitable regional m i l itary response from
Arab forces as a whole, the very initial success of Israeli
military advances would be transformed into the reality of
the most indefensible deployment in Israel ' s military '
history . That configuration defines the existence of the
" M as ada complex" situation for Israeli m ilitary policy.
Under those circumstances Israe l ' s tactical and quasi
strategic limited nuclear c ap abilities become operational .
This insane, criminal nonsense m u s t be b locked by all
m e ans.
Indicated Alternatives
war-mongering posture by the Dayan-Peres forces is
to be understood for what it is, a puppet ' s posture dictated by
the treasonous element within the Atlanticist establishment.
This fact applies inclusively to the situation pre-defined by
the R AND Corporation, in which either Dayan-Peres or the
,
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Union of South Africa appear to break away from the
ostensibly tolerable limits of their a lliance to the United
States and NATO - the so-called "outlaw ally" scenario.
Any babbling concerning "red lines " in Lebanon from the
saner forces of the Israeli government and leading parties,
reflects nothing but combined pressures directly from the
Dayan-Peres forces and from elements of the treasonous
faction of the Atlanticist establishment. Counterpressure
must be applied.
The forces defending the institutions of Constitutional
government within the United States against the subversion
by such outlaw Atlanticist elements as the Institute for
Policy Studies and its backers are given only the following
perceptible alternatives for the present dangerous situation.
First, Dayan and Peres must be publicly and definitively
"written off. " So long as Israel pursues a peaceful policy,
directed toward a political solution of the issue of the rights of
Palestinian Arabs. the 1 967 borders of Israel should be ab
solutely guaranteed. This should be shaped so as to enhance
the ability of the non-puppet forces within Israel to define
their own approach to such a political solution with aid of
negotiations directly with relevant Arab forces and with the
aid of useful intermediaries.
In short, responsible powers must act to free Isr� el from
further possibility of perceived dependency upon the Dayan
Peres puppet forces or a limited nuclear capability.
Second, under any condition in which Dayan-Peres forces
usurp the government of Israel , which they have the military
and related capabilities to accomplish. the relevant powers
must act in concert to p lace Israel ' s military capabilities
under direct containment, including a dictated and enforced
i m m ediate withdrawal of all Israeli mi l itary forces to within
the 1 967 borders .
Third. it must be an advance comm itment that any Israeli
military intervention into Lebanon or Syria will bring im
mediate containment and repatriation action against the
intruding Israeli military forces by non-Arab powers .
Fourth, such actions must not be in any way shaped
against the lawful integrity of Israel as a nation, but against
the outlaw forces of Dayan-Peres, which threaten to act as
·
the prepared detonator for a Middle E ast "Schlesinger
Doctrine" scenario. The obj ective m ust be shaped to the
effect of aiding to free the Israeli people from the
prolongation of the existing nightmare .
The Strategic Setting
The appropriate tactical and strategic approaches to the
Middle East situation are also dictated by the current
general strategic economic situation . The farcical proj ection
of a Puerto Rico " Rambouillet I I " m eeting in the afterm � th
of Nairobi. and the ongoing chain-reaction collapse of a dymg
monetary system are the notable elements of the general
setting for the Middle East situati? n .
. .
.
There are emerging. at this time. two prmclpal hne s of
. .
factional differentiation within the overall Atlantlc � st
establishment. This tendency for divisions echoes the m
fighting around the Versailles negotiations at the end of the
First World War. a division between those who ar e open to
.
.
consideration of debt moratoria in the interest of mdustnal
recovery and those. on the other side. who cling to an hyst� r
ically monetarist obsession with enforced debt-collection
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perpetuating the idiotic tradition of the " war reparations"
i mposed upon defeated Germany at the end of the First
World War.
The rabidly monetarist current among the Atlantic ists is
faced with three short-term contingencies which bring its
cause to the point of last resort..
First, despite all the continued hysterical posturing about
discredited "upswing" hoaxes, and despite the state in
s istence upon collection of the bulk of developing-sector
financial debt-service accumUlations, the payment of such
debt-service by the developing-sector, and also by advanced
sector nations such as Italy and the United Kingdom, is now
approaching the point of unavoidable default. Either the
most-affected nations proceed toward orderly arrangements
of general financial debt moratoria, or the world will plunge
into the chaos of chain-reaction disorderly defaults within the
short-term period immediately ahead.
Second, the rational forces am ong the Atlanticist s are at a
point of potential early factional realignment with the forces
defending Constitutional governm ent within the United
States itself.
Third, the last-ditch political resorts of the ultra
monetarist Atlanticist factions must be used quickly or not at
a l l . The vast private political intelligence and related
operations capabilities, developed by the Atlanticists
ostensibly for operations against the Soviet Union and other
targetted nations and political forces, have been, over the
recent period, largely redirected against the NATO home
base nations' constitutional governments . The increasing
deployment of private intelligence capabilities for cam
p aigns of blind terrorist and other " destabilization" of the
internal institutions of the United States and other nations
since the outset of 1 968 has reached a point of maturity.
Generally. the frontal strategic and related capabilities of
the monetarist faction of Atlanticists is massive. However, it
i s merely a short-term, blitzkrieg capability, with no
capability for sustained campaigns against a determined
opposition in depth. Moreover, what former depth that
blitzkrieg capability possessed is now being depleted, to the
effect that the frontal-assault capabilities represent at this
j uncture a very thin surface, which would collapse if
p roperly punctured.
Hence, the ultimately treacherous activities of Henry
Kissinger et a!. in the most recent effort to sabotage
President G erald Ford's probing efforts toward a Geneva
approach to a political solution of the Middle East situation.
Deprived of the potential Dayan-Peres detonator for laun
ching a " Schlesinger Doctrine" scenario in the Middle East,
c urrent developments and attrition would finish off the
monetarist faction.
Under such circumstances, the only short-term tactical
response to threatened atrocities by the monetarist faction' s
forces is a calculated shock directed i n such a way as to
" destabilize" the global scenario being deployed by those
rabidly-monetarist Atlanticists .
The fundamental strategic measure required is that a
group of devel oping-sector nations announce a firm
resolution to implement financial debt moratoria against
specific categories of debt, including the disorderly
Eu rodollar market, to be effective at a short-term advance

advanced-capitalist sector. At that point, the world will have
escaped the c lutches of the present depression and the other
principal associated horrors, including the growing threat of
.
general war.
In the interim, until such comprehensive m easures can be
put into effect, it is necessary to employ tactical im
p rovisations to offset and unbalance last-ditch desperation
atrocities attempted by the insane faction among the Atlan
ticists. An announced pre-commitment to the oil-blockade
penalty has been recommended to that latter short-term
purpose.

date. This strategic thrust must be, most appropriately,
accompanied by an offer to immediately negotiate the
establishment of a new monetary system m odelled upon the
International Development Bank proposal .
Since a majority o f responsible forces o f the advanced
capitalist sector, including anti-monetarist tendencies within
Atlanticist ranks , have advance certainty of the feasibility of
the International Development Bank as a means for rapid
global industrial recovery, such an apparently hard line by
the developing-sector will evoke agreeable-if sometimes
grudging-responses from among all sane forces of the

Off i cial Sov i et Government Statement on M i deast
NEW YORK. June 9 (NSIPS) - The following is a full
translation of a sta tem ent by the Soviet government on the
Middle East situa tion released today by Tass. the Soviet
news agency.
In the course of the latest developments, the events in
Lebanon have become more and more tragic . The fratricidal
war in which Arabs are fighting against Arabs is becoming
ever more bloody. The number of victim s from amongst the
peaceful population - wom en, elderly people, and children
- i s increasing. The events is Lebanon extend beyond the
borders of this country ; this is proven by, among other
things , France's statement in relation to the possibility of
sending a contingent of French troops into Lebanon. The
United States ' naval forces continue to be held in the vicinity
of the Lebanese coast . The Soviet Union considers that the
situation in Lebanon and the Mideast as a whole could
become sti ll more complicated if no end is put to the at
tempted foreign interventions into Lebanese affairs.
The Syrian Arab R epublic on its part has repeatedly issued
statements that the mission of the S yrian troops sent to
Lebanon consists in aiding in the termination of the blood
letting war. The fact is remarkable, nonetheless, that up to
this day blood is still being spilled in Lebanon . and indeed the
flow is still greater. At this time, when the Lebanese events
threaten to grow into a still greater international conflict, the
Soviet Union calls upon all countries to disregard any action
which runs contrary to the principles of respect for in
dependence, sovereignty and territorial integrity, so that

these internationally recognized principles can also be ap
plied fully to Lebanon.
The crucial prerequisite for this is an end to the blood
letting. It is necessary for all sides who, in one way ' or
another, are involved in the Lebanese events to immediately
stop the shooting. As for the powers who are threatening a
direct military intervention into Lebanese affairs under the
pretense of their interest in the Lebanese situation, in this
connection the Soviet Union sees itself compelled to make the
following statement :
The Mideast region is situated much more closely to the
Soviet Union than to those who are voicing such threats , and
at al\ events it is no less interested in how the situation in and
around Lebanon is developing, and how it will develop in the
future. No one should disregard this . In the leading Soviet
c ircles it is considered necessary to point out one further
aspect of the events in Lebanon. As everybody knows, there
are hundreds of thousands of Palestinians on Lebanese
territory, who have now found accommodation in this
country and who are now in the ranks of the Palestinian
resistance m ovement, continuing their courageous fight for
their legitimate, maximum rights , for the Arabs ' com mon
interests in elim inating the consequences of Israeli
aggression. And what is happening to them now? They have
likewise been sucked into the b loody fratricidal war.
The Soviet Union expects the sides i m mediately involved in
the events in Lebanon, as well as all other sides who are
conscious of the danger of a further peaking of the situation,
to i m m ediately display proper responsibility.
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Soy iets, West E u ropea ns Ma neuver
for Go l d Backed Mo netary System
June 12 (NSIPS) - Most of Western Europe, the Soviet
Union, and a segment of the United States financial commun
ity have agreed on a gold-backed monetary system, in
reaction to the collapse of confidence in the bankrupt dollar
credit structure.
But these forces have restricted their actions to narrow
defensive maneuvers so far, despite c learcut policy
statements coming from the Soviets and a few Western
European spokesmen. Rockefeller and Kissinger, the princi
pal defenders of the bankrupt mass of dollar debt structures ,
have made clear that they consider any threat on the mone
tary front to be a military provocation. Neither the Soviets
nor the Europeans have indicated they are ready to go in for
the kill against the bankrupt " E urodollar" and related debt
structures, and finish Rockefeller off.
In the most emphatic of a series of recent Soviet policy
statements , the Soviet weekly Economic G azette denounced
the uncontrolled Eurodollar market as the source of the " the
crisis of the dollar at the present time . " The Gazette says ,
"As in the past, the dollar is threatened by the destructive
influences of a huge mass of roving means of payment, which
is capable at any moment of creating currency difficulties
which even the dollar cannot escape . . . All of this undermines
the efforts to work out an international c urrency-financial
system for capitalism . Temporary and flabby compromises
can in no way help to overcome the monetary crisis . "
Documenting the disastrous effects the currency crisis has
had on Western Europe, Economic Gazette warned that the
dollar standard " leads to the accumulation of American debt
in other countries and turns into the generator of inter
national inflation. " Merely putting central bank gold into
circulation is not enough, the j ournal concluded. Instead, the
Soviet com mentator cited " the growing role of the trans
ferable ruble as a collective currency. "
For the first time, the Soviets have put forward an under
standing of the way the monetary breakdown-crisis works ,
and the type of solution required. But Soviet diplomats held
, back from proposing concrete steps towards a new monetary
system at the Nairobi meeting of the United Nations Con
ference on Trade and Develop ment last month - the best
placed international forum to make such proposals.
Furtive Measures

In response, British com mentator C. Gordon Tether
warned readers of the London Financial Times this week that
the stream of Soviet statements on gold and monetary recon
,struction were more than America-baiting. The Soviet's
views, Tether wrote June 10, are identical to those of the
French Gaullists, and the " shambles of the present monetary
syste m " m a k e gold " th e o p t i o n we m u s t con
sider. "Nonetheless, Tether hedges , the transition "cannot be
made overnight . " A top executive of the British Steel Cor
poration warned privately, " Things are going to have to get a
12
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great deal worse before the City of London will adopt these
proposals . "
Western Europe's leading financial houses - i n France,
S witzerland, Belgium, and more cautiously, in West Ger
many and Britain - have no illusions about the durability of
dollar debt structures. They are furtively talking about
dumping the dollar behind the scenes - but unwilling to
come forward with support for debt moratoria and related
measures that would put the Atlanticist financial faction out
of its misery.
In the U . S . , economists for several multi-billion dollar
banks conceded that " what the Europeans are doing makes
complete sense, " as one put it. Outside of the immediate
Lower Manhattan c ircuit, U . S . bankers are now willing to
concede that bandaid arrangements will no longer hold the
bankrupt international markets together. A number of in
fluential financiers have agreed that the ICLC proposal for
an International Development Bank " i s the way to go. " But
these individuals are in the spot of a lifetime drunk who
decides to go on the wagon for the first time.
This week's virtual breakdown of currency markets
p rovided the required shock. As of June 9, bankers sadly
a d mitted that nothing could prevent the flight of money out of
the British pound, U . S . dollar, and West German mark into
c o m modities and Swiss bank accounts. The announcement
June 7 of $5.3 billion credit to the Bank of England to provide
confidence for the British pound drew j eers from currency
spec ulators , who proceeded to give that bankrupt currency
its worst beating of the year. European financial officials
fear that the pound collapse could force the Bank of England
to shut down currency markets in the City of London, the
world center of the Eurodollar market.

Axis Axed
To date, the only concrete step the E uropeans have taken is
to p repare defensive arrangements in case of a sudden total
breakdown of the Eurodollar market, which now finances
most of world trade. Giving up hope in the International
Monetary Fund and other relics of post-war monetary
agreements , the Swiss, West Germans, and French have
agreed to use the Bank for International Settlements in
Basel, Switzerland, as an emergency international clearing
house . The Swiss institution now functions as a clearing
house for the European central banks. The Swiss and West
German central banks this week signalled their intentions
this week by employing the Bank for International Set
tlements to intervene for them in currency markets.
E arlier this week, the Swiss bankers extracted a major
c oncession from the West Germans , creating a " zone of
monetary stability" between the two countries . While the
monetary breakdown is too far gone to lend credibility to any
such monetary arrangement, the Swiss-West German
agreement adds up to a repudiation of the "dollar-deutsche

mark axis. " the Schachtian agreement between the U . S . and
West Germany for austerity in Western Europe.
·
Said a senior official of the Bank for International Set
tlements of these negotiations . " The Germans are stupid.
Talking to them you can only be sarcastic. They are too
afraid of breaking with the status QUO. Nobody. not even the
so-called experts. understands anything anymore especially that gold must be brought back into the monetary
system ! "
Very cautiously. West German officials are discussing a
break with the dollar. Senior finance ministry official Karl-

Otto Poehl told a Swiss audience this week that West Ger
many " sympathizes with those central banks who are trying
to stabilize the gold price." and that "Western Europe and
the Third World have a common interest in a stable gold
price. " Poehl added that the uncontrolled growth of the Euro
dollar market was the cause of inflation - simultaneously
praising the " strength of the dollar, . " for the benefit of any
listening Americans. Meanwhile. West German central bank
president Karl Klasen denounced " i l legal foreign currency
dealings. " an unmistakeable attack on the illegal and
unregulated Eurodollar operation.

Ree.rint from June 1 0 London Financial Tim es

Gold-Option We Must Consider
June 1 1 (NSIPS) - The follo wing article b y columnist C.
Gordon Tether appeared in yesterday 's Financial Times of
London in his regular "Lombard" column.
by C. Gordon Tether
MOSCOW NAR ODNY. the Soviet Bank in London. may have
appeared to be doing no more than indulging in some grin
ding of the Russian anti-Am erican axe when it wrote of the
monetary virtues of gold in its latest Quarterly bulletin in
m uch the same eulogistic terms as the late President
DeGaulle was wont to employ to explain why he considered it
to be vastly superior to the dollar.
But it was in fact giving expression to a view that is also
attracting increasing support in Western E uropean countries
now that the present dollar-based international monetary
system has begun to display ominous s igns of cracking under
the im mense strains that are being i mposed on it. And the
them e may well be given further encouragement by the main
m essage to emerge from 'the recent auction of IMF stocks that a first step towards stabilizing the metal has been
taken through the creation of an effective floor of around $1 25
per ounce.
President DeGaulle. it will be recalled. was accustomed to
refer to the immutability. dependability and neutrality of
gold as assets of crucial importance possessed by no other
monetary medium and never likely to be. The Moscow
Narodny' s variation on this theme points out that. as a real
store of value with a supply that cannot be increased in an
inflationary manner by resort to the world's printing presses,
gold is not rivalled - not even by " such possible synthetic
competitors as the IMF ' s special drawing rights , "
A great shock
It also argues that countries prefer to keep their reserves
in a neutral asset which is no t dependent on another nation and no prizes are offered for guessing which country it has in
mind - whether ;t is that country ' s economic progress or its
voting power at the IMF.
I have already referred to one reason why the Russians may
well see themselves as having special cause to champion
gold. Another is that they happen to be major producers of
the stuff themselves. But that does not alter the fact that
there is a great deal in what they are saying . And, as I said
earlier. it so happens . that they are far from being the only
ones who are saying it.
The immensity of the crises that ha v e overtaken three
m ajor currencies - the French franc . the Italian lira, and

the £ sterling - in rapid succession has come as a great
shock to many observers of the international financial scene.
And this has now been compounded by the realisation that
the last upheaval had begun to pose such a serious threat to
the entire monetary structure that the earlier intention to let
Britain sweat it out on her own had to be dramatically
reversed.
So much so, indeed, that there is a growing feeling that the
present system is all but on its last legs . Currency crises, it
is suggested, are likely to follow one another in increasingly
rapid succession as downward plunges in some currencies
leave others dangerously exposed meaning that only more or
less continuous feats of brinkmanship of the kind organised
around the £ now stand between the world and the ultimate
catastrophe.
I t is when people start asking them selves whether we can't
do better than that - indeed, whether we have not got to do
better than that if there is to be any hope of getting global
recovery off the launching pad - that their thoughts turn in
the direction of gold.
The proof of every pudding is in the eating and no one who
takes an impartial look at the world m onetary scene to-day
can be left with any real doubt that the dollar-oriented
system on which it is based is turning out to be a highly un
satisfactory - not to say disastrous - mix. And they would
also be forced to conclude that most of its troubles and
defic iencies arise from the fact that it tends to incur the very
disadvantages that gold - by its very nature - cannot be
heir to.
Needless to say. the world monetary s ituation having been
reduced to such a shambles by the weaknesses and excesses
of the dollar-based syste m , it would not be easy to switch
over to an entirely new system . with gold as its kingpin,
overnight. But the time has c learly come to start seeing this
as one of the options open to us that we have got to think
about.
And in this connection. the outcome of the first auction of
IMF gold should be a big help . For the principal message to
e m erge from this m uch-publicised non-event is that the
world can begin to feel confident that gold is never going to
fall materially below the level of $ 1 25-1 30 per ounce that has
prevailed in recent months. It means, i n short, that solid
progress has been made towards giving gold the greater
stability that will make it m uch easier for it to move into the
c entral monetary role that is now beginning to beckon.
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What the Soviets are Saying on Gold and Capital ist Monetary <:;risis
'

June 1 2 (NSIPS) - The following are excerpts from an ar
ticle which appeared in the current issue of the Soviet eco
nomic weekly Ekonomicheskaya Gazeta by V. Zholobov,
candida te in Economic Sciences.

•

. . . . Bourgeois economists and government bureaucrats are
proposing the traditional palliatives to solve the problem of
inflaton - changes in the level of taxation and interest rates,
buying and selling operations with com mercial paper and
other measures to regulate monetary circulation . . . . But no
one in the West, writes the newspaper Le Monde, " dares to
admit the one thing that characterizes the current dif
ficulties : a crisis of the system. But precisely this is the
essence of the problem . "
Precisely because i t i s a crisis o f the system in the U . S . the
issuing of paper money has become one of the most im
portant means for covering over enormous budget deficits.
In turn, devalued dollars ending up abroad have introduced a
new destructive element into international economic life so-called " i mported inflation . " Acquisition of American
goods at even higher prices has become an additional factor
forc ing the western countries to raise their own domestic
prices and balance the growth of their ( extra) currency
reserves by issuing addit i onal sums of ( their) national paper
currency.
The ineffectiveness of control over international capital
flow creates serious barriers to the containment of inflation
in the national framework of individual countries, a fact
which the USA has not failed to utilize. Acting contrary to the
agreements reached by the International Monetary Fund
(IMF ) , the U . S . is obliging the other countries of the
capitalist world to recognize the dollar as the irreplacable
standard, which in turn is leading to the accumulation of
American debt in other countries and turning into the main
generator of international inflation.
The second characteristic trait of the monetary relations of
capitalism at the present time is the ( complete disin
tegration) of its international paym ents mechanism . The
1 975 balance of paym ents deficit for current operations was
$3 billion for Englan, $ 1 . 2 for Italy, $2 . 5 for Japan . . . .
The worsening o f the monetary positions o f many capitalist
countries is occurring on the background of the final collapse
of the post-war Bretton Woods financ ial-monetary syste m ,
which began i n 1 968 with the term ination of dollar con
vertibility to gold. A year and a half to two years later, the
contours of a new system began to emerge - the " controlled
float" of the main currencies , and the de facto establishment
of the International Monetary Fund ' s " Special Drawing
Rights " (SDRs) as a standard in place of the previous dollar
standard . . . .
Trying to escape monetary chaos, several Western
European countries j oined their currencies in a system of
coordinated floating relative to the dollar, an arrangement
cal led the " European currency snake . " But it proved im
possible to keep themselves within the established bounds of
allowed fluctuation. as a result of the clear tendency of some
currencies to rise and others. on the contrary. to fall. In fact
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the countris of Western Europe, above all the members of the
Common Market, already several years (ago) fell into two
separate groupings : the bloc of " restricted currency snake"
(the West German mark, Dutch gilder, French and Belgian
francs, Danish kroner) and the zone of currencies which float
with no limitations at all (the pound sterling, the Irish pound,
the Italian lira) . Now the tendency to collapse has increased.
I n March 1 976, under speculative pressure, the French franc
left the " snake . " At the same time another agreement was
broken off, which had regulated the m utual fluctuations of
the currencies of Belgium, Holland and Luxembourg. All this
goes to show that the monetary crisis is continuing to deepen
and the relations between partners of the " Common Market"
are worsening .
The new wave of currency troubles is connected to a
considerable degree with the changes during 1975 of the
position of the U . S . dollar. After its double devaluation,
American exports to other countries increased significan
tly . . . . Instead of the huge foreign trade deficit of previous
years, the USA was able to achieve a $ 1 0 billion surplus last
year.
But the USA is not the slightest bit i nterested in losing the
trade advantages it gained as a result of devaluation. With
extreme reluctance and only under great pressure from its
partners did it agree to establish " control" over the floating
of currencies, which limits U . S . opportunities to play on the
contradictions between its partners and prevents stimulation
of exports through lowering the value of its currency.
It is also necessary to note that the factors which led to the
c risis of the dollar continue to operate at the present time. As
in the past. this currency is threatened by the destructive
influence of a huge mass of roaming m eans of payment (Le.
" hot money" - ed. ) which are capable at any moment of
causing currency scrapes whose consequences even the
dollar would not escape. According to data put out by the
Bank of International Settlements in Basel, the totoal sum of
deposits in the Eurocurrency ( mostly Eurodollar) markets
in Western Europe reached almost $300 billion in 1 975. Under
conditions in which the depressed state of the stock markets
made mobilization of resources on the Eurocurrency market
more difficult. through issuing sharesmand bond obligations
more difficult. these huge sums are being used to a
significant degree for speculation. And this promises new
difficulties .
Vicious Circle
The March. 1 976 explosion of currency fever took place just
two months after the January meeting of the " i emporary
committee" of the IMF in Jamaica . . . declared the monetary
crisis -to be essentially cured. Subsequent events have shown
that the participants of this meeting were too optimistic in
evaluating their work. What was worked out in Jamaica in
the assessment of Western observers , was only an unsuccess
ful compromise, which proved unviable at the first test.
Several points of disagreement a mong the capitalist
powers regarding a new monetary sytem can be pinpointed.
F i rst of all there is the problem of c urrency exchange
rates. The U . S . wants currency values , and especially that of

the dollar. to be determined by free fluctuation on the world
market. Many Western European countries. however. are
asking as much as possible to return to stable parities.
As in the past, it is hard to find any other sphere of in
ternational currency relations where the contradictions
appear as openly as on the question of the future of gold. The
U . S . government wants to " demonetize" (exclude it from
international currency oirculation) the metal and completely
deprive it of its function as a measure of value and a reserve
asset. Many countries. including France. have sharply op
posed this.
Big disagreements have also arisen from the decision of
the last IMF session that the gold contributed by member
countries to its funds will be partially returned to them and
partially sold at the free market price. The head of the
Iranian Central Bank M. Yagan correctly noted that these
are stop-gap measures. since increasing the volume of world
liquidity by 1 00- 1 56 million dollars (as will occur in the event
that this decision is carried out) . could intensify the in
flationary process all the more.
The SDR · s . which theoretically would become the basis of
the new monetary mechanism . causes great doubts as well.
Some Western economists consider that their issue will only
help worsen inflation.
There are more than a few other problems. whch have not
only not been resolved. but sometimes have aggravated the
monetary conditions .
All of this undermines the efforts to develop an in
ternational monetary-financial system of capitalism .
Temporary and unstable compro m ises . which are
sometimes passed off as such a system . do not in any way
help to overcome the monetary crisis.
Under these conditions. the advantage of the monetary
financial system of the socialist community countries
become a ll the more obvious. As was noted in the resolution
of the 28th session of the Comecon . . . " the foreign trade of
Comecon member countries is growing with stability. free
from the influence of monetary-finance crises. speculative
price leaps and other negative pheno mena . Monetary
finance relations are being i mp roved. and the role of the
transferable ruble as the collective currency in the ever
growing economic relations of the Comecon countries is
growing.

British Ba i l-Out Fa i l s to
Stem Crisis of Confidence
While the New York Times applauded this week' s $5.3
billion bail-out of the Bank of England as " a well-timed
example of international monetary cooperation at its best. "
both European capitalists and the foreign exchange market
were quick to dismiss the move as a desperate and hyper
inflationary ga mbit. staving off only momentarily the immi·
nent collapse of the bankrupt Eurocurrency market. The
only practical outcome of the Atlanticists ' $5.3 billion
" rubber check" to Britain was to further galvanize E uropean

and Soviet motion around dumping the dollar and establish
ing a gold-backed monetary syste m .
T he loan gambit marked a n attempt to counteract the
common knowledge among leading capitalist layers that the
British and Italian debt crisis, combined with the certain de
fault of a half-dozen Third World countries in late June and
early July, could bring down the entire world monetary
system within weeks. On the private markets. the daily
business of "syndicating" Eurodollar loans - making up
large c redits by convincing banks to chip in small shares has been paralyzed for weeks, as E uromarket banks are
engaging in a welter of suits and countersuits to determine
who pays the tab for some major bankruptcies. As an at
tempt to stem this " collapse of capitalist confidence," the
British bail-out has already proven to be a dismal failure.
I m m ediately following the June 6 announcement of the
British loan. the pound rebounded from $1 .72 to $1.79, but
once the real implications of the bail-out had sunk in among
E uropean banking circles. the pound again nosedived. By the
end of the week, it was at $1 . 7725, only by grace of heavy
intervention on the part of the Bank of England. According to
the British press. the British central bank spent at least $200
m illion in supporting the pound on Tuesday and Wednesday
a lone . and rumor had it that the Bank was already spending
the proceeds of the $5. 3 billion loan since the rest of its
reserves are virtually exhausted.

Loan Ridiculed

The absurdity of handing over $5.3 billion in freshly-printed
U . S . paper to the Bank of E ngland only to have the latter
i m m ediately sell it all for equally worthless British pounds
was satirized by London Times columnist Bernard Levin :
" With the new money we are not going to but plant or bread
or even circuses. We are not about to go on a Hellenic cruise
or pay for i mports of frozen carrots. We are going to spend it.
should it become necessary. on pound notes . . . The land where
the inhabitants are so foolish that they think they can live by
taking in each other' s washing is well known in legend and
metaphor. Britain today has gone one better. and declared
her belief that she can live by taking in her own. "
Former top NATO economist Yves Laulan summed up the
Atianticists' present plight : " Either we walk the tightrope,
and let drop the countries which can't manage , or else. we'll
have world wide inflation. Either it' s bankruptcy and let
the m go, or we extend credit and we're back at double-digit
inflation as in 1 973, and this time we won't be so lucky."
Moreover, the British must repay the entire $5. 3 billion
plus interest in December - a feat which everyone agrees is
i m possible. According to U.S. bankers' "game-plan," the
British will then be forced to turn to the International Mone
tary Fund for credits. During the s ix-month interlude, to the
game plan British Chancellor of the Exchequer Denis Healy
and other British Atlanticists will have gained the muscle
which they p resently lack - needed to impose brutal budget
a usterity so that Britain c an " qualify" for IMF c redits. The
flaw in this argument is that 10 per cent of the British budget
already goes into debt service payments, and, as the
F inancial Times readily admits, this percentage is rising at a
rapid and totally "unpredictable" rate. As the notorious case
of New York City demonstrates, no amount of austerity will
ever be enough to cover this debt ; in Britain's case, the
austerity will only accelerate the collapse of the productive
economy from which the debt is extracted.
INTERNATIONAL
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By June 10. the outcry and ridicule in West Germany
against the Atlanticist "confidence game" had grown so loud
that the London Daily Telegraph. reported the West German
government might refuse to participate in the loan.
Meanwhile. Financial Times' columnist C. Gordon
Tether's pro-gold column on June 10, coinciding with the
Soviets' latest initiatives around a new monetary system,
signalled a mounting West German-Swiss-French-British
offensive toward abandoning the dollar altogether.
" Currency crises, " Tether wrote. " are likely to follow one
another in increasingly rapid succession as downward
plunges in some currencies leave others dangerously ex
posed - meaning that only more or less continuous feats of
brinkmanship of the kind organized around the pound now
stand between the world and ultimate catastrophe . . .It would
not be easy to switch over to an entirely new system with gold
as its kingpin overnight. But the time has clearly come to
start seeing this as one of the options open to us that we have
got to think about . "
Hyperinflation and Plunging Trade Figures

. Hyperinflation is already emerging throughout Western
Europe and Japan, putting an abrupt end to the phony
"consumer-led" upswing. The Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) and the Common
Market Commission admitted yesterday - two months after
the fact - that the 24 OECD countries were running a 13 per
c ent average annual inflation rate during the first four
months of this year. As a direct result, retail sales every
where took a nosedive, and, as the U . S . economy also went
into slump, West German and Japanese exports plummeted.
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Japanese exports fell by 7 per cent in April, while export
letters of credit, a two-month leading indicator, fell a
seasonally adjusted 10.3 per cent in April-May. The outflow of
foreign funds triggered by this faltering of the Japanese
"miracle" has resulted in a drastic contraction of the money
supply and domestic liquidity, forcing the Japanese govern
ment to announce that it will inject more funds into the
economy during June. Since Japanese banks and corpor
ations are reporting poor profits, the government must risk
further inflation in order to avert major bankruptcies.
Similarly, West German exports plunged 3.5 per cent in
May, following a 9 per cent drop in April. West Germany's
leading automobile exporter, Volkswagen, has reported sales
43 per cent below last year' s in the U . S . market in the first
five months of 1976. Meanwhile, the West German economy's
shift from a trade surplus to a deficit position starting in
April and higher U.S. interest rates, are sucking capital out
of the country and have already collapsed domestic credit
m arkets.
The French economy has been thrown into a deflationary
tailspin which will shortly lead to production cutbacks and
mass layoffs. The Fr en ch money supply, after growing at an
annual rate of 24 p er cent since August 1 975, grew hardly at
all during March. This did not prevent April wholesale prices
from rising 1 . 7 per cent, an annual rate of almost 23 per cent.
As for Italy, the Bank of Italy's latest austerity proposal 
raising bank reserve requirements from 30 to 42 per cent
means that no more than one-third of the banking system's
cash-flow is available for normal credit operations involving
-

p roductive enterprises .
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Com m od i ty Specu lat i o n Moves U .S. Eco n o my .
I nto New Phase of Hyperi nflati o n a ry Bu st
NEW YORK, June 1 2 (NSIPS ) - Com modity speculation
took off at a 1 80 per cent annual rate in the U . S . this week,
moving the U . S . economy into the next phase of a hyperinfla
tionary bust. Reflecting the accelerating cost pressure
generated by increases in the prices of their materials, key
sectors of the economy, inc luding auto, announc e d price
increases. Meanwhi le, spending by consumers and business
continued to decline, with May retail sales falling and capital
spending plans for 1 976 revised downward. Despite the
steadily mounting evidence that the " consumer-led" U . S .
recovery is " kaputt , " as knowledgeable West Germans are
now admitting, the chairman of the Council of Economic
Advisors and Wall Street' s voice in the Ford Administration,
Alan Gree n span, made a public spectacle of himself by
upgrading his proj ections for real GNP growth in 1 976.
With the question of the direction (up or down) of the
economy settled for all intents and purposes , the key question
has become labor policy. NSIPS has uncovered a well
concealed scheme in New York City being coordinated by the
Budget Director' s Office which would force unionized con
struction workers to sign a pledge card agreeing to a 50 cents
per hour checkoff from their wages to fund the proj ect they
are working. In the Ohio state legis lature a model "Ar
beitsdienst" law which would have set up Civi lian Conserva
tion Corps work-camps for young adults has been sucessfully
tied up in committee due to a U . S . Labor Party mobilization,
signalling an important victory over slave-labor policies in
the Midwest.
Commodities
Trading on the Chicago Board of Trade, the largest com
modities exchange in the U . S . , broke a one day record June 8
when 1 36,578 contracts were made, topping by nearly 30 ,000
the previous mark. The exchange opened a half hour late the
next day as statisticians completed processing of the
previous day's sales. Record numbers of corn and
soybeanmeal futures, livestock-feeding commodities, were
traded . Whep.t and flovbean futl.l res were a l so sold heavi l y .
G uessing about the possibly devastating effects on crops of
a worldwide dry spell fueled the speculation. Weather
forecasts continued to stress the probability of hot, dry
Midwestern weather. while news wires carried both reports
and rumors of crop losses in France. Poland and elsewhere.
The U . S . Agriculture Department ' s release of its upwardly
revised estimates of a 20 mi llion metric ton shortfall in Soviet
gra in production , increasing the likelihood of heavy Soviet
purchases of U.S. grain, was another incentive for
speculation .
While the speculation was fueled in part by impending
agricultural disasters , its root cause clearly cannot be laid at
the feet of the Soviets , the " overpopulated" third world and

other bogeymen likely to be dredged up by the Rockefeller .
faction. It is the collapse of world produciton due to Lower
Manhattan's insistence on the p reservation of it's
debt which has caused the accelerating speculation and in
flation.
As NSIPS predicted in January and February, the March
31 deadline for the rollover of due i nternational debt
pa y ments was the final key inflection point in the collapse of
the world's monetary syste m . and with it international trade
and production . From approximately that date onward,
funds which normally would have gone into useful or at least
less cancerous areas of the economy were released to float
around in the international money m arkets . commodities
markets, etc .
The Dow Jones Commodity Index graph reveals this very
plainly. From mid-January to March 3 1, . commodity prices
were rising at approximately a 3.5 per cent annual rate.
From exactly March 3 1 . the graph leaped upward at a 60 per
cent annual rate up through last week. This week ' s incredible
upburst brought the post-March 3 1 rate up to over an 80 per
cent annual rate. Soybean meal rose 16 per cent the last week
alone, presaging higher meat prices as soymeal is a key
livestock feed. On news of higher feed p rices . eggs advanced
their 2 cents a dozen limit three consecutive days . Maine
potatoes hit their limit on reports of Idaho flood losses.
trading volume on the New York Cotton E xhange hit the
highest level since 1955, etc .
Underlining the purely financial reasons behind the
speculation is the fact that prices on the London commodity
exchanges are increasing even faster than in the U . S . as a
result of the collapse of the British pound. Since March 1 . the
price of copper has risen 38 per cent (a 1 50 per cent annual
rate ) . tin 3 1 per cent, lead 52 per cent. zinc 25 per cent. soy
meal 56 per cent. silver 33 per cent. coffee 83 per cent, rubber
42 per cent and cocoa 71 per cent.
One grain company trader quoted in Thursday's Wall St.
Journal appropriately summed up the hectic week : "Time
a
will tell if it' s set the stage for what we saw in 1973"
reference to wild shoot-up of prices.
-

Price Increases

R esponding to previously announced steel price boosts ,
G eneral Motors notified its dealers in a recent letter that they
could charge up to 6 per cent for new model cars and trucks
( about a $300 per auto increase) . Ford Motor announced that
effective this week pre-sale prices on its 1977 model heavy
duty trucks will reflect a 6 per cent increase. or an average of
about $750 per vehic le.
Monsanto and PPG Industries announced price boosts on a
num ber of important chemical and related products .
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Retail Sales
Obviously convinced that inflation was again taking hold of
the U . S . economy, Americans cut back on their retail pur
chases by 1 .4 per c ent in May - the steepest drop in 14
months. This follows a smaller decline in April , and brings
the monthly level of retail sales down to the depressed July,
1 975 level after adj ustment for a 6 per c ent inflation rate.
The only thing preventing an even greater drop in sales i s
. t h e continued record growth of consumer c redit t o t h e higher
income portion of the population. Consumer installment
credit rose $ 1 . 44 billion in April , the s econd highest increase
since August, 1 974. Auto loans were up $710 million, the high
est since March, 1 973.
One key reason for the decline in retail sales has been the
rise in unemployment - official unemp loyment figures to the
contrary. New claims for regular state unemployment
benefits rose to 41 2 ,000 for the week ending May 29. The in
crease in new claims and the level reached were among the
highest recorded this year, and brought the rise in the rate of
new applicants to 20 per cent above late March. Unem
p loyment benefits from all sources for the week, and an in
credible 1 . 7 million since last February. Thrown off the rolls
through fraudulent manipulation of the unemployment
statistics, or running out of extended benefits, many of these
workers simply do not exist in the eyes of Bureau of Labor
Statistics statisticians .
Even more om inous for Greenspan and other " recovery"
soothsayers than the collapse of retail sales was the Com
m erce Department's revised-downward forecast for capital
spending in 1 976, which shows only an 0.8 per cent gain over
the miserable 1 975 levels after adj ustment for inflation.
Even this may turn out to be too opti mi stic a proj ection. A
Conference Board survey of the 1 ,000 largest manufacturing
firms showed that appropriations for plant and equipment
fell to $1 1 .64 billion in the first quarter from $ 1 2 . 1 6 billion in
the fourth quarter of 1975.
The news that capital spending would provide no impetus
to the petering-out " recovery" proved so disconcerting that
the Commerce chief economist could only comment to the
press, " I ' m a little puzzled. "
Slave Labor
With the fall off in capital spending, it' s now becoming
c lear that future proj ects in the U . S . will depend on explicitly
Schachtian schemes for looting workers ' incomes and
savings through state governm ents . The first sign of this was
the announcement last week by Governor Schapp that he
would attempt to " persuade" the Pennsylvania Teachers
Perision Fund to finance the purchase of a plant from
Chrysler which would then be leased to Volkswagen .
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An even more hideous indication of this process was un
covered this week by NSIPS investigative reporters. As
confirmed by Eric Kasten of the Mayor' s Budget Office in
New York City, the man in charge of handling the
negotiations, the budget office is now in "very delicate"
negotiations - blacked out of the press - which involve
getting 12 major construction unions in the city to put up 50
per c ent of the funds required from the city in road and other
construction projects. In these p roj ects . the Federal
government provides 75 per cent of the funds. the city 25 per
cent. The unions . whose membership ranges from 30 to 90 per
cent unemployed. would thus provide 12 and one-half per cent
of the total $600 million involved in these projects. This said
Kasten. the man in charge of the negotiations. would be
obtained through a 50 per cent per hour checkoff from the
wages of those construciton workers employed on the
p roj ects .
Such local looting schemes of these types are the key to the
deve lopment of a labor policy in the U . S . Forces pushing for a
S chactian policy realize they are unabl e to presently get full
blown national schemes such as the Humphrey-Hawkins bill
through Congress due to tremendous constituency pressure
against such m easures. Arthur Burns. chairman of the
Federal Reserve Board and a key proponent of Schachtian
labor policies in the U . S . . said in a commencement speech at
the Florida Institute of Technology yesterday where he
lauded the British government-trade union wage restraint
agreement but ntoed that "in our own country. I doubt that
arrangem ents of that kind would be practical . "
Thus. the pro-Schachtian forces s uffered a significant
defeat when the fascist child-labor bill was bottled up in the
Judicial Comm ittee of the Ohio State S enate following failure
to ra m it through the last three days of the session. The
Legis lature now convenes until September. Indicative of the
pressure brought to bear by the U . S . Labor Party against the
bill was the fact that no one appeared to testify in support of it
when the bill came up before the Senate Labor Committee
this week.
Greenspan
It seems that the only ones who took Greenspan' s ludicrous
performance June 10 seriously were stock market
speculators . who staged a rally yesterday following six
consecutive weekly declines in the Dow Jones average by
parleying the first " good news " on the economy in weeks.
This seems to be the only reason behind the rally especially since the money supply figures released the day
before were " bearish. " showing a $ 1 billion rise in Ml and a
$ 1 . 7 billion rise in M2 . portending at the minimum a con
ti nuation by the Federal Reserve of its recent "tightening"
polici e s .
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Kissi nger Pushes I RB a nd
Conti n enta l Army at OAS Meet i ng
June 1 2 (NSIPS ) - The thick p ropaganda campaign

around tM question of " human rights" at the Organization of
American States (OAS) meeting in Santiago, Chile this week
was a smokescreen for the real aims of U . S . S ecretary of
S tate Henry Kissinger. Beneath the euphoric praise in major
hemispheric press for Kissinger' s sudden new firm stand on
' human rights , ' the substance of the conference involved two
p roj ects dictated by Kissinge r : an International Resources
Bank (lRB) arrangement identical to the proposal rej ected
by the Third World at last month ' s UNCTAD IV m eeting in
Nairobi, Kenya , and a continental military pact that would
permit inter-himispheric armed intervention for " peace
keeping" purposes .
A banker a t a major Wall Street investment house told
NSIPS this week that Kissinger ' s strategy following his
defeat at Nairobi is to "crack the G roup of 77 by carving off a
few Less Developed Countries . " This process was to begin at
the OAS meeting, he added. National Security Council con
duit Juan 4e Onis publicly confirmed this in the New York
Times when, after giving extensive coverage to the " human
rights" hoax , he noted that most of what Kissinger had put
forward in Santiago is quite similar to his Nairobi proposal,
only "adapted to regiona l dimensions . " Specifically,
Kissinger called on the OAS to form an Inter-American con
sultative group on com modities to coordinate regional labor
intensive raw materials proj ects, funded by the World Bank
and the Inter-American Development Bank (BID ) . Costa
Rica's foreign minister, Gonzalo Facio, put it bluntly when
he told reporters in Santiago that the I R B , although rejected
by the Third World at UNCTAD , " will be approved by Latin
America if Kissinger wants to make the proposal . "
The U . S . Secretary o f State made c lear how h e intends to
use his IRB in a speech in Santo Domingo on his way to
S antiago. If the Third World tries to for m its own associations
and forums for establishing a new world economic order uni
laterally, Kissinger said. it can expect the industrialized
capitalist sector to form counterblocs . In such a showdown,
Kissinger threatened . "the poorer c ountries will get the
worst of it. " The IRB represents part of this strategy . Raw
material-producing countries put up their com modities as
collateral for World Bank and BID proj ect loans . thus an
choring these "carved off LDC ' s to the dollar empire and
Wall Street's slave labor policies . "
The Military Aspect
Following the guidelines of Vice-President Nelson Rocke
feller ' s 1 969 " Report on the America s " and the Rockefeller
faction' s long standing desire to set up a hemispheric
security force, Kiss inger is trying to get the OAS to legiti mize
mil itary " peace-keep i ng" interventions within the he mi-

sphere. " Latin America and the US have a good defense
system against . . .extra-continental aggression, " the Secre
tary stated this week, referring to 1 947 TIAR treaty, the so
c a lled Treaty of Rio. This pact provides no authority for mili
tary operations intra-continentally. Costa Rican Foreign
Minister Facio faithfully echoed Kissinger, saying that the
"
h e misphe re needs a " strong defense system against internal
and external aggression. " The Argentine daily LaNacion
c a rried an ANSA dispatch this week stating that the m ilitary
regimes of the Southern Cone (Chile, Argentina, Brazil) are
calling for a " continental army" to combat " communist sub
version . "
Kissinger p lans to use National Security Council-directed
terrorism as a pretext for this type of arrangement, by
pinning it on Cuba and the Soviets . S i m i larly, legitimate
opposition to slave labor and austerity will be labeled as
Soviet subversion. The Associated Press reported that on his '
S anto Domingo stopover, Kissinger " promised the nations of
the hemisphere that the US is determined to thwart actions
by the Soviet Union which could threaten the present balance
of power . " He further vowed the U . S . will " allow no more
Angola s . " This dangerous blustering was reiterated at a
special close-door session at the OAS conference, where he
c alled for regional security " against terrorism and threats of
violence from outside . "
T h e key targets o f this sword rattling are the Latin Ameri
can governments that have p layed leading roles in the Third
World for debt moratoria and a new world economic order 
specifically, Peru, G uyana , Jamaica, Cuba, and Mexico.
Kissinger ' s " continental army" represents an immediate
threat to Peru and Guyana , using the Brazilian army as a
battering ram against so-called " Soviet infiltration" in these
two countries . In recent months there has been a steady
propaganda barrage in the Venezuelan and Brazilian press
on the fortification of Brazilian forces on the Guyanese
border in response to the so-called threat of a Cuban
beachead being established in Guyana.
S i multaneously, Kissinger himself has directly intervened
in the tense Chilean-Peruvian negotiations over granting
Volivia soverign access to the Pacific Ocean. Upon his
arrival in Bolivia im mediately p rior to the opening of the
OAS m eeting, Kissinger and Bolivian dictator Banzer issued
a joint communique supporting Bolivi a ' s demand. This can
only have one effect : to reheat tensions between Chile and
Peru according to the RAND Corporation ' s " S econd War of
the Pacific " scenario. As RAND has stated publicly, such a
war. would be used for ushering in the type of " p eace
keeping" force called for by Kissinger. The Secretary of
State' s statement on this q uestion threatens to destabilize
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talks between Chile and peru now taking place in Lima.
Opposition Mounts
The efforts by the Rocke(eller force s to smash the conti
nent's pro-development governments and pull the rest of
Latin America into slave-labor projects modeled on the
Labor Fronts in the Northeast Brazil, is encountering in
c reasing opposition. Mexico, which lead the move to resist
Kissinger's schemes by boycotting the meeting, exposed
the maneuvers to set up a hemispheric security force.
M exican Foreign Minister Garcia Robles this week de
nounced the scheme as " illegal" and a " potential threat to
relations between freindly countries on the continent. "
Similarly, the day after the OAS meeting began, Mexican
president Luis Echeverria warned of a " systematic cam
paign against all attempts to form a new world economic
order. " Echeverria also attacked the OAS for meeting in
Santiago, in the context of growing " fascism in Latin
America . "
Peru also took steps to neutralize the Kissinger drive.
Speaking on the 96th anniversary of the War of the Pacific,
Peruvian Prime MIJ'; ster Jorge Fernandez Maldonado
asserted the "historic duty" of the Peruvian R evolution to
prevent another war. Never again will Perl1 commit " such a
terrible error, " he said. In a direct attack on Kissinger's
I R B-slave labor hoax, he denounced capitalism as a system
which " reduces man to simple labor at the same level as the
materials and the raw materials" of p roduction. Fernandez
the previous week had called for a new world economic order
in an unusually strong statement.
The destabilization attempts against G uyana and Jamaica ,
have been answered by a unani mous dec laration of support

for their governments by the Latin American Journalists
Conference , held in Mexico this week.

The Smokescreen

The fact that the "human rights in Chile" issue is merely a
cover for what is really occurring around the OAS meeting is
not only well evidenced by Kissinger's statements caIling for
guarantees of such rights, but by similarly ludicrous . com
ments from other figures who helped put the Chilean butcher
Pinochet in power. Gruenwald, State Department economics
advisor and formerly of the Brookings Institution, and Harry
Shlaudeman, the nominee for Under Secretary of State for
Latin American Affairs (whose role in the Chilean coup is
well-documented, > , announced this week that they are both
" intensely interested in human rights. "
The New York Times published a n editorial praising
Kissinger's new-found concern for human rights , noting that
it will lead the country back to a " traditional stance in
defense of human dignity. James Goodsell of the Christian
Science Monitor euphorically p ronounced Kissinger' s
posturing a " fundam ental shift, " reminiscent o f the policy of
the 1 960s when the U . S . supported "progressive, democratic
governments. "
This cover operation has been linked with Kissinger's
vague promises to grant preferential trade treatment to
Latin America, including the exclusion of Ecuador and Vene
zuela from the anti-OPEC clause of the U . S . Trade Law.
However, neither these crumbs off the table nor the
hysterical "human rights" campaign are likely to fool any
one - j udging from the aforementioned response of the
hemisphere' s pro-development forces.

Kissinger P l ots Fascist Assa u l ts on Guyana, Jamaica

June 12 (NSIPS) - U . S . Secretary of State Henry Kissinger
is planning to overthrow the pro-development government of
Ja maican Prime Minister Michael Manley and is preparing
a Brazilian military invasion to crush the socialist . governm ent of Guyana .
This is Kissinger's answer to the vanguard actions taken
by both nations in the international fight for debt moratoria
and the new world economic order and to the determined
Th ird World resistance to Kissinger' s attempted blackmail
and bribery at the recently concluded United Nations UNC
TAD conference in Nairobi, Kenya . Kissinger sought to
legitim itize his assaults on the two countries at last week ' s
. m eeting o f the Organization of American States in fascist
Chile.
Guyanese Foreign Minister Frederick Wills ripped into the
Kissinger plot at last week ' s meeting in Algiers of the
Coordinating Bureau of the Non-Aligned Nations. Denoun
cing North American imperialism and its " Monroe Doc
trine , " Wills declared , "There is a concerted attempt to
destabilize the governments in non-al igned countries in Latin
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Am erica. More particularly, in the Caribbean - Guyana ,
Jamaica, and Barbados - have been subj ected to the full
fury of insidious techniques aimed at procuring their
alignment. Deliberate and well-orchestrated attacks in the
media, the selective sale of arms and so-called defense
services, the promotion of intra-regional conflicts, the
fomenting of internal unrest, the m anipulation of pliant
surrogates - all of these and more have threatened the
uneasy peace in our hemisphere and retarded the economic
development of its peoples . "
Ja maican Prime Minister Manley has j ust completed a
series of sudden and secret summit meetings with three other
Caribbean prime ministers to discuss the " destabilization"
of Jamaica and other Caribbean countries and the necessity
for greater economic cooperation within the region. Although
Manley has declined to discuss the meetings before
Assoc iated Press, citing Caribbean sources, reports that he
met with the heads of state of Guyana, Trinidad, and Bar
bados on the destabilization operations and related issues . A
m eeting of the four countries was held early last week.

The Brazilian government has also switched its Am
bassador to Guyana in the last several weeks.
Who is McGuire?
William McGuire began visiting Guyana regularly in 1 961 .
Beginning that same year, provoked strikes' by municipal
workers and dockworkers , led to racial violence and created
the excuse for British troops to come in to keep order. The
violence was used to force elections one year early in 1 964 .
Despite the fact the PPP again won a substantial majority,
the British governor demanded Japan ' s resignation. When he
refused he was removed by a British Order in Counci l , and
was succeeded by a coalition government of Burnham ' s PNC
and right-wing industrialist Peter D' Aguiar's United Force.
The CIA organized the 1961 -64 strikes through the white
collar unions, particularly AFSME and the Retail Clerks .
Several CIA agents operated out of the U . S . embassy under
the labor cover of the Public Service International, Inter
American Affairs Branch.
Since that period McGuire. who was for ten years the inter
national Secretary-Treasurer of the R etail Clerks Inter
national , has travelled extensively throughout Latin
America and Africa for the AFL-CIO and the State Depart
m ent. He has run labor relations brainwashing seminars in
Jamaica and other Caribbean countries for the AFL-CIO and
for OSS agent Serafino Romauldi. Romauldi, according to
knowledgeable sources, was directly involved with McGuire
in the e a rlier Guyana operations.
According to sources in the AFL-CIO McGuire ' s best
credentials for this post are his experience with white collar
workers , who have "an inordinate amount of influenc e , " in
G uyana . As in 1 96 1 -64, municipal workers , the largely black,
right-wing of Burnha m ' s PNC , are p lanned to be used in a
series of racially motivated strike provocations to drive a
wedge into the recently forged alliance between Jagan ' s
largely East Indian P P P and Burnham ' s largely black PNC,
in order to bring a right-wing government to power.
Overt Aggression
Kissinger is making only minimal efforts to disguise his
fascist strategems. The Atlanticist-controlled press in the
U . S . , Europe, and Latin America for several months has
been churning out red scare lies on the supposed presence of
Cuban soldiers in Guyana and Jamaica and on their alleged
aggressive intentions toward the rest of the hemisphere . The
Guyanese and Jamaican governm ents have categorically
denied the allegations and stressed their desire for peace
with neighboring nations. The ravings about a Cuban " red
menace" lurking inside Guyana have been particularly
virulent in the right-wing press in Brazil, which borders
directly on Guyana . The purpose of the Brazilian press
cam paign is to create xenophobic and anti-com munist onSimultaneous ly, the U . S . State Department has reshuffled
the top echelons of its diplomatic staff in Guyana as part of
its " coup preparations . " NSIPS has learned from sources in
the AF L-CIO that the State Department will soon name long
time CIA covert operative William McGuire as Ambassador.
He will be given three CIA-linked diplomats as his assistants .
McGuire, a retired Secretary-Treasurer of the Retail Clerks
International Union, was directly implicated in the CIA
orchestrated coup that overthrew the government of Marxist
Cheddi Jagan in 1 964. (see box )

P aratroopers, infantrymen, and special operations troops
of Brazil's Second Army have been massed in the Brazilian
border town of Bom Fim, according to Venezuelan leftist
writer Domingo Alberto Rangel . R angel described the
buildup as preparations for an " immi nent invasion" against
G uyana and further reported that the Brazilians had built
several airfields along the border where they are con
centrating troop-carrying p lanes. Brazilian newspapers
report that there has been a shakeup of the command
structure of the northern military region and that the new
head of the zone is E rnani Ayrosa da Silva, a veteran of the
anti-communist crusades in the city of Sao Paulo under
Brazilian ex-president and butcher E m ilio Medici. The
Brazilian mobilization is being complemented by an arms
buildup in Surinam, the small country that borders Guyana
to the east. The U . S . began selling arms to S urinam for the
first time three weeks ago.
In Jamaica, Kissinger is relying m uch more heavily on
internal subversion. Working through the C IA-controlled and
pro-British Jamaican Labor Party ( J L P ) , Kissinger has
ordered a steadily escalating wave of violence on the island
that has taken 70 lives so far this year. I n the latest incident,
JLP arsonists set fire to a working-class neighborhood in
Kingston, destroying several blocks of homes of pro-govern
m ent workers and killing eight people, including several
children who were trapped in the flames. The island, like
G uyana , has been subj ected to economic warfare by
m ultinational corporations with holdings in the country.
Jamaica ' s Foreign Minister Dudley Thompson has described
the operation against his country as the same type of
operation that was carried out by Kissinger and the CIA
leading up to the fascist coup against the Chilean government
of S alvador Allende.
International Support
Jamaica and Guyana have won international support in
their battle against Kissinger from other nations fighting for
the establishment of a new world economic order. At the
Algiers meeting of the Non-Aligned Coordinating Bureau, the
Bureau drew up an agenda for the annual m eeting of the Non
Aligned Group in August in Sri Lanka that includes a call for
a thorough discussion of " accusations on the new plans of
i m perialist aggression against certain non-aligned countries,
espe.cially in Latin America and the Caribbean area � " I n his
speech at the bureau m eeting,Guyanese Foreign Mi n ister
Wills linked the plot against the Caribbean countries to the
battle with Kissinger over the creation of the new world
econom ic order : "The failure of the negotiations of UNCTAD
I V in Nairob i , the inconclusive attempt at dialogue in Pari s ,
t h e sustained effort t o reimpose the vertical arrangements of
i mperia lism . . . all these are expressions of .the same fun
d a mental conflict situation. " In Mexico, the Cuban delegate
to a conference of Latin American j ournalists denounced the
" threats of the imperialists who are trying to overthrow the
legitimate governments ofJa maica and G uyana . "
Domestically, Manley a n d Guyanese Prime Minister
Forbes Burnham have taken steps to defend their countries
against Kissinger ' s agents . They have initiated the formation
of people's m ilitias and have widely denounced the U . S .
threat, in order t o put their populations o n a lert. In Guyana,
P r i m e Minister Burnha m has the critical support of the
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People's Progressive Party (PPP) . The alliance is par
ticularly important since Burnham' s People's National
Congress represents the majority of the blacks and the PPP,
under the leadership of Cheddi Jagan, the majority of the
Indians. The history of racial conOict between the blacks and
Indians, fanned and shaped by British counterinsurgents
during the period of colonialis m , has been a weapon that
Kissinger would desperately like to exploit to destroy the
country' s unified resistance to his aggression.
Guyanese Minister for information and Culture, Shirley
Field-Ridley has stated that, "the rumors that c irculate
within the country are not generated by Guyanese
nationals . " Adding, " if we can eliminate those foreign in
fluences, that provoke coups, using racial divisions, we will
be out of danger. "
Progressive forces in Latin America and elsewhere have
. moved against these attempts . The recently concluded
Congress of Latin American Journalists passed a resolution
in Mexico City on June 9, pledging support for Guyana which
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is " threatened by an imperialist conspiracy and its
a ggressor arm, the Brazilian regime. " Similarly, Tass the
Soviet news service carried a column on June 9, by F.
Bulantesev denouncing the imperialists for their "de
stabilization efforts against Guyana. " On the same day as
the Tass denounciation, the First Latin American and
Caribbean Conference of National Peace Movements
meeting in Bogota, Colombia, passed a resolution condemn
ing Brazil for functioning as " the American Policeman, " and
denouncing the " danger of aggression that threatens Guyana
incited by Yankee Imperialis m . " The Peace Conference de
c lared June 16 as " International Solidarity day with
Guyana. "
The immediate threat against Jamaica and Guyana h as
critical significance well beyond the Caribbean. The two
countries have been singled out for their leadership role in
the Third World, and Kissinger' s policy toward them is
identical to his policy toward the countries of Africa, Asia,
and the rest of Latin America.
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Sp-ec i o l Rep-o rts

What The Socia l ist Sector Is Rea l ly Sayi ng
June 12 (NSIPS) - The three translations printed under this
heading, as well as the Soviet Government Sta tement on the
Mideast crisis and the Soviet Economic Journal commentary
on the capitalist monetary crisis printed elsewhere in this
issue provide the reader with a clear and fairly com
prehensive picture of how Soviet and Comecon sector leaders
. view the current world situation. It is no. surprising tha t the
Atlanticist-controlled press has chosen to either ignore
or
.
significantly downplay such sta tements.
This is particularly striking in the case of the Soviet
Government Sta tement on the Mideas t (reprinted in full with
our Mideast newsletter) . While· the New York Times and
other papers acknowledged tha t the Soviets had issued such a
sta tement, instead of reporting its contents as a clear warn
ing on the Lebanese situa tion and the significance of its a t
tack on the Syrian invasion, such Western "journals of
record " reported tha t the Soviets are wan t to make such
sta tements at the drop of a ha t and tha t they don 't really
m ean very m uch.

It is quite clear where this line was coming from . NSIPS
contacted a Mr. Arth ur Houten, the Na tional Security
Council staffer in charge of their Mideast desk, for comment
on the Soviet sta tement "It doesn 't m ean a damn thing. " he
sta ted. "It's no warning. . . the Soviets don 't really mean wha t
they are saying. . . " A similar sta tem ent was made by the
Pentagon 's Defense Intelligence Agency analyst for Mideast
affairs. Such insanity continues to this momen t to be peddled
through the A tJanticist press.

Soviet Party
Speech

Leader Brezhnev/s

Welcoming I ndira Gandhi

June I I (NSIPS) - The following are excerpts from a speech
delivered at the Kremlin dinner June 9 in honor of visiting .
Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi.
. . . . E steemed Madam Prime Minister,
Not much time has passed since our last meeting in Delhi.
But political time, as is known . is measured not by the
number of leaves in the calendar, but by the events filling it.
The past years were very eventful. Big positive changes took
place both in the international arena and in relations between
our countries . . . .

As t o the prospects o f Soviet-Indian cooperation, i t can be
boldly stated that all possibilities exist for its further
deepening and perfection. Precisely this is being discussed at
the c urrent talks.
The relaxation of tension now is a tangible reality. Without
doubt. it has struck deep roots . Preconditions exist for the
relaxation of tension to acquire a really irreversible nature.
But we cannot fai l to see another thing : lately there has been
a noticeable increase in the activity of the opponents of the
relaxation of tensi(>n. They appear to have sprung to activity
on seeing that their game is up . In an attempt to frustrate the
relaxation of tension they slander in every way the policy of
the Soviet Union and other socialist countries. They are using
such charges as aggressive intentions, striving for
hegemony, etc. That has been worn thin a lready during the
times of the cold war.
Our answer to them is simple : we do not strive for
hegemony. we do not need it. It is precisely those who
struggle so zealously against the strengthening of peace and
the deepening of the relaxation of tension that strive for
hegemony and interfere into the affairs of other countries
and peoples, attempting to i mpose their will on them. Is it not
known who are rej ecting our persistent proposals to really
limit the arms race, who are inflating military budgets and
stepping up the development of ever more destructive types
of weapons . All this is well known.
We c learly see these negative phenomena and are fully
determined to oppose the m . The development and deepen
ning of the relaxation of tension is the call of the time, this is a
demand of all peoples prompted by their vital interests in
durable peace. And those . who connive at the campaign of
the opponents of the relaxation of tension and those who
succumb to their pressure for these or those temporary
considerations, assume a heavy responsibility.
Adherence to peace is being measured now in concrete
'
deeds more than ever before, by the daily work for the sake
of that lofty goal. At its 25th Congress our party put forward a
c learcut, realistic programme of the further struggle for
peace and international cooperation, for the freedom and
independence of the peoples . We note with satisfaction that it
has been met with broad support of the world public . . .
I n our view. good prerequisites toward relaxation o f ten
sion are e merging here (Asia) too. Guns become silent in
Indo-China, and the political arena is witnessing the
e m e rgence of such a peace force as united Vietnam . Certain
positive changes are taking place in Southern Asia. We have
learned with satisfaction about the results of the recent Indo
Pakistan talks which will. in our opinion, contribute to the
further normalization of the s ituation in that region.
At the same time we realize that the situation in Asia still
remains complex enough. There are forces in Asia, which,
ignoring the rights and sovereignty of the states, are striving
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to subordinate other peoples to their rule. They sabotage the

efforts aimed at ensuring peace and security of Asian peoples
on a bilateral and collective basis; Acting in alliance with the
internal reaction, imperialism does not abandon its attempts
to set off one against the other the countries of that continent.
Let us take, for instance, the problem of the Indian ocean.
As is known, certain powers, despite their remote location
from that region, are building up their military" forces here,
and are building new military bases. The question arises why do they act so? All this arouses well-founded concern of
the coastal countries. They j ustly see in such a policy a threat
to their independence and security. This also causes concern
for us.
The Soviet Union is far from being indifferent whether the
Indian ocean will be a zone of peace or whether the existing
fo re ign military bases will remain here or and will be built.
Our position is clear. We have una mbiguously stated that the

Soviet Union has not had and does not have intentions to build
military bases in the Indian ocean. We have called upon the
United States to act likewise and expect its clear answer.
The Soviet Union intends to further actively participate in
searching for the ways to solve the urgent problems of the
Asian c()ntintent. We will support any p'roposals prompted by
the ensurance through the j oint efforts of Asian states.
The Soviet Union welcomes the growing role of the
developing countries in world politics , steadily supports their
struggle for equal political and economic relations , for social
progress. Already today they are making a tangible con
tribution to the normalization of the international climate. In
this context we give our due to the positive role of the non
alignment movement in which the Republic of India occupies
an outstanding place. The principles, on which this
movement rests - strengthening peace and peaceful
coexistence, independence of states, struggle against im
perialism , colonialism and neo-colonialism - have suc
cessfully withstood the test of time. We wish every success to
the forthcoming conference of the non-aligned countries in
Colombo.
Life confirms the farsightedness of the course of the Indian
National Congress Party led by You, Esteemed Mrs. Gandhi ,
the course aimed at industrialization of the country, con
struction of independent economy and c reation of a strong
public sector. It is thanks to that course that India has
e merged as a powerful state, playing an i mportant role in
world politics. And today the prophetic words of Vladimir
Ilyich Lenin, the founder of the Soviet State, who predicted
the great future for a free India, come true .
Soviet peop le realise what efforts are required for advance
along the road of progress by such a huge country as India
with her complex and diverse problems. The more so that
new India remains a target of attacks by external forces
which to this day cannot reconcile themselves with the in
dependent and progressive course of this great state.
Your government's actions against internal and external
reaction met full understanding in the USSR. The reaction' s
attempts to launch a n offensive encountered a resolute rebuff
by all democratic forces of India.
We wish Your governm ent, the entire industrious and
talented people of India new successes. In this connection
may I repeat again : the Soviet Union was, is and remains a
reliable friend of India and the Indian peoples . . .
Moscow June 8 , 1 976.
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DDR on Unstable U .S. Presidency
June 11 (NSIPS)
The following article by Major Heinz
Rabe was run in the latest issue of the German Democratic
Republic military magazine, Volksarmee:
-

It has been 15 years, since the summer of 196 1 , when war-
like statements by NATO politicians clustered around the
idea that they would " risk atomic war" in order to continue
to use West Gerlin as a NATO bridgehead to conquer the
German Democratic Republic.
This special piece of
territory had already been described as the " cheapest
atomic bomb in the world." August 13, 1961 prevented the
world from experiencing unforeseeable consequences.
Since then, imperialism's field of action in the entire world
has been seriously reduced. The principles of peaceful
coexistence now must also be recognized by imperialistic
states . " Nevertheless, this has brought about no change in
the essense of impe r ial ism, not in its adventuresomeness or
its rapacity , " as the Socialist Unity Party (the SED, the
ruling party in the German Democratic Republic - ed. )
p rogram emphasizes : "It is still applying a l l o f the power
that it still has available for its dangerous aggressive plans .
I mperialism's goal remains as it always was, to guard and
expand its positions, and to undermine and destroy socialist

order. "
This means that we can continue to reckon on the ad
venturesomeness and the aggressiveness of a class enemy,
who since the 1950s has armed himself systematically and
chiefly for a nuclear war against the Soviet Union and the
socialist states allied with it.
It becomes visible from a book that has recently appeared
in the U . S . to what degree in the past certain representatives
of imperialism played with this risk. The book is called "The
Last Days" and has, according to U . S . News and World
R eport of April 1 2 , 1 976, "a detailed description of what went
on in the White House from April 1 973 to August 9, 1974, the
day on which Mr. Nixon r e si gne d h is office .
The former U . S . president was put under the magnifying
glass by those very same two j ournalists who had previously
gotten the Watergate scandal that was associated with his
name underway. According to credible reports by witnesses ,
he appeared as a man who increasingly turned to alcohol,
who cried often, and who spoke of suicide as the Watergate
Affair reached its end , and with it, he reached his fall.
What makes these statements interesting for the whole
world , is Nixon's social and military stands, as well as his
position on the Questions of war and peace. An eyewitness
reports about this : "If the president had his way, we'd have
a nuclear war eve ry week . " . . .
Here i s a remarkable statement about imperialistic un
predictability. The t riggering moments of a political in
tensification of a situation become evident, NATO adventure
someness becomes personified. And at what positions ! As is
well known, the U . S . President has complete control over t�e
nuclear potential of imperialism's major power, and over the
release of nuclear weapons by the West German general
officiers. But above all it would be unj ust to put aggressive
ness and adventuresomeness only on an individual person
such as Mr. Nixon, who no longer has th e w a r trigge r i ng
Red Phone" in his grasp. This characteristic is bound to th e
"

-

• .

system. It is rooted in the power of i mperialistic monopoly,
which has not given up the goal of driving socialism out of
existence.
Nixon had to go, because he had lost face . But one year
after his departure, (James) Schlesinger, the U . S .
Defense S ecretary a t that time, threatened the Soviet Union
with a first strike by nuclear weapons , and he did not have to
- wait long for this to be echoed by his friend Leber (West
German Defense Minister) . His theory of "limited
strategic nuclear war" against socialis m , which is based on
more flexible use of the strategic nuclear potential of the

U . S . , h a s already been acclaimed t h e " S chlesinger Doc
trine" on the other side of the Altantic .
Adventuresome politics are never delayed by false
p retences. Revelations about this characterize imperialism
a s the only source of danger for war in the world, a danger,
which is considered, as well as successfully met, by true
socialism . And only because of this can democratically-
inclined Americans write in peace today about Nixon, the
war god who was thwarted, whom we want to forget j ust as
little as the NATO dance around the " cheapest atom bombs"
in the tension-burdened summer of 1961.

A Lawfu I Question

Where Is The ' Expanded Secur i ty Zone' Doctri ne Taking France?
June 12 (NSIPS) ... The following is the full translation of an
article appearing in the June 9 Pra vda, the official
newspaper of the Soviet Comm unist Party, under the byline
"1. Aleksandrov. "
Since Tuesday, June I , this question , brou�ht un hv th p
statement of French Chief of Staff of the Armed Forces
General Guy Mery concerning a " new form of strategy , " has
been hotly debated both in Paris and in New York, London
and other Western capitals. Naturally, this statement could
not go unnoticed_
What is the essence of this " new form ( and we should add :
not only form but also substance ! ... Pravda Ed. ) of
strategy" of the French command? The statement of
General Mery, who has been Chief of S taff of the Armed
Forces of France since Apri l, 1 975, and before that was chief
of the personal staff of the (French) P resident, published in
the semi-offic ial journal " R evue de Defense National e , "
leaves n o doubt but that a t issue is a definite revision of the
basis of French defense policy, which were established by
General Charles DeGaulle, and affirmed by his successor
(Georges) Pompidou and subsequently the current
president Giscard D' Estaing.
In the course of the ten years since France broke with the
aggressive military organization, NATO , secured the
departure of American subordination to the "Atlanticist"
generals, it has consistently implemented a policy in
dependent from that of other states . Contrary to NATO ,
which is an aggressive bloc oriented against the peace-loving
socialist states, · France built its detente under the formula
' ; in all di rections , " developed by the late General AiIleret,
who was Chief of Staff of the Armed Forces under DeGaulle.
Th is formula meant that the armed forces of France would
be used for defense against any agressor, no matter where he
came from.
Rej ecting participation in NATO activity, France
- repeatedly stated that its military units which have been
stationed in Pfalz and Schwarzwald ... in the Western area of
the Federal Republic of Germany ... since World War I
- should by no means be considered by NATO staffs as their
•

•

troops , and that these units have a single purpose : to ensure
the interests of the national defense of France , which suf
fered so terribly in the war years from Hitler ' s invasion.
S o what do we hear now?
As is clear from the statem ent of General Mery, this " new
for m of strategy, " which is based on the concept of an "expanded security zone , " provides for the French armed forces
to be i m mediately sent into battle against the socialist
countries of Europe. " It is by no means excluded," says the
Chief of Staff·of the French Armed Forces , "that we will take
part in this battle in the advance line of defense."
F i rst of all the question arises : what, all of nine months
after the signing of the Final Act of the All-European con·
ference in Helsinki , where the p rinciples of inviolability of
borders , restraint from application of force and even the
threat of force , inspires the Chief of Staff of the Armed
Forces of France to launch into discussion of the possibility
and even plans for such a battle. ?
Now ... what about the essence of the " expanded security
zone " doctrine itself? The French, E nglish and American
press and a whole array of responsible politicians have un
derstood it as a rej ection of the defense policy based on
national independence.
" A full break with the doctrine of General Ailleret (on
" defense in all directions " ) has taken plac e , " writes the
Paris paper, Le Monde.
It is clear that a rather close collaboration with the Atlantic
alliance is quite logically written into this p rospectu s , "
spec ifies Le F igaro.
In the words of the newspaper L ' E cho, what is at issue is
" very Atlantist theses," since "our allies" ... this paper
writes ... "have for a long time been demanding our presence
in a certain area . . . The gradual return to NATO will con
sequently be on the agenda more than ever before , both for
the opposition and for the Gaullists , "
The New York Times spoke out i n the same spirit, stating
baldly : " The Chief of Staff of the Armed Forces of France,
Army G eneral Guy Mery has given official blessing ( ! ) to
French partic ipation in the front line of NATO troops in the
event of war . "
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On June 2 French Foreign Minister Jean Sauvagnargues,
evidently trying somehow to mitigate the impression left by
the sensational statement of the Chief of Staff of the Armed
Forces of France, said in a government radio interview that
the statement supposedly "contains no new elements, unless
(unless ! - Pravda Ed.) you count the fact that we will try,
through the strengthening of our armed forces , to fulfill our
obligations. "
And then followed the already traditional affirmation : "We
left the united organization of the Atlantic alliance in 1 966, in
order to preserve our independence in taking decisions . We
excluded any return to the united organization. "
Lovely. But the what need for the above-cited phrase unless you count the fact that we will try, " etc ? This question
nat ura lly arises in themind of many French, and not only
French pol iti c ia ns
.

.

This. for example, is what former Defense Minister and
former Prime Minister General Pierre Messmer said - and
he is someone who certainly knows what he's talking about
on mi litary questions : " This presumes that our armed forces
. will from now on be deployed under NATO command . . . . New
ties between NATO arid the French staff will undoubtedly be
c reated . . . . This is a leap backwards. This i s not progress.
This is a retreat. "
And Messmer. emphasizing that this i s a matter o f " a
fundamenta l change i n French doctrine , " recalled that " for
10 years the French armed forces were no longer s lated for
taking up some section of a front against Czechoslovakia or
the German Democratic Republic , but were rather held in
reserve. in a fashion. "
The French Socialist Party figure Chevenement said :
" The military policy of the government is leading to a return
to NATO . This policy ignores the interests of France . It gives
priority to the hypothesis of convential conflict in Europe
between the two blocs. It ignores the special characteristics

of our geographical location . . . . In brief, it is a bread with the
policy of independence and sovereignty which was conducted
by General DeGaulle . "
The statement o f the Politburo o f the French Communist
Party. states that General Mery has asserted the inclusion'of
. the country' s military means into the NATO system. This,
says the statement. betrays an intention "to turn our army
into an auxiliary force of the West . German army on the
borders of the socialist countries. " The authors of the new
doctrine refer "to the Soviet Union and other socialist states
of E urope as enemies" of France. S uch a policy, notes the
statement. " runs counter to international relaxation of
tensions and peaceful coexistence."
Such are the outcries evoked by the statement of the Chief
of S taff of the Armed Forces of France on the new strategy.
To this it remains to add that, as Le Monde reported on June
3. " the explications given by General Mery were not im
provised. They were first communicated in March. to the
Higher Research Institute of National Defense . . . . There is no
basis to suppose that the Chief of Staff of the Armed Forces
m ad e his ' statement without the approval of the highest
governmental authorities . "
All t h e more urgently and acutely. then. d o broad circles of
the F rench public now pose the lawful question : where can
this new military doctrine lead France ?
We think that the fundamental national interests o f France
lie not in playing up to the interests of the aggressive NATO
bloc. but in ensuring all-European security and cooperation
on the basis of strict observance of the Final Act of the all
European (Helsinki ) conference and the Principles of
Relations between the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
and the French Republic. signed at the summit level.
The vital interests of all the peoples of Europe demand
strict and consistent implementation of the extremely im
portant tenets of those do c uments .

The Hidden Story of Rocky's Nuclear Machine

Ne lson Rockefe l ler and Henry Kissinger :
The History of Their Attem pts to B l ow U p the World .
June I I (NS I P S ) - The Rockefelle r fam ily, directed by
Nelson Rockefelle r. has over the last 30 years built up a
political faction of nuclear madmen - known in official
circles as " Utopians . " The insane strategy of the Utopians
for " winning " World War III against the Soviet Union by
nuclear warfare terror descends directly from the theory of
Fascist Italy's Commissio ner of Aviation General Guilio
Douhet for " com mand of the air" and the Nazis' strategy of
massive bombing of civilian population centers known as
" Terrorangri ff. "
The Rockefeller Utopian faction organized their fascist
private nuc lear war plotting apparatus directly out of their
World War I I Strategic Bombing Survey and British-linke d
Operations Research groups. After the war these were
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constituted as the Rand Corporation. the Hudson Institute.
the MITRE Corporation. and later in the 1 960s . the Institute
for Policy Studies - an apparatus that is now completely
interfaced with such key Rockefeller-controlled government
and military agencies as the National Security Council. the
North Atlantic T reaty Organization (NATO ) . the U .S . A ir
Forc e , the Energy Research and Development Agency
( formerly the Atomic Energy Commission) . and the head of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff. This private machine constitutes
Rockefeller and hi s Utopians' own command and control
apparatus for nuc lear war and is the vehicle for their
relentless. insurrectional dr ive for the button.
Rockefeller and his Utopians have held the world hostage
for more than 30 years to their insane nuclear warfare terror

drive. It was the Rockefeller Utopian c abal that was directly
responsible for the A-bomb attacks on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. It was the same Rockefeller Utopian cabal that set
up and staged the Cuban missile crisis as a pretext for what
they hoped and expected would be a final nuclear warfare
showdown victory over the Soviet Union. It is this same
fas cist Utopian war-planning machine that today - in open
defiance of the policy of President Ford - i s attempting to
launch a nuc lear war in the Middle East to prepare the way
for an anticipated thermonuclear showdown confrontation
with the Soviet Union.
Utopians versus Traditionalists
Rockefeller and his Utopian cohorts have fashioned their
nuclear " doctrine" around Douhet' s completely discredited
thesis that massive terror bombing of selected civilian
population centers - or even the com municated threat of
such bombings - will physically and psychologically destroy
any nation ' s will to resist and guarantee victory in any
m odern war.
The Rockefeller Utopian crazies have d ictated their rules
to the Soviet leadership for a gradual or lim ited nuclear war.
R ockefeller and his Utop ian faction p ropose that they can use
nuclear weapons when and where they choose to defend their
self-defined strategic interests with i m m unity. They are
anxious to play a nuclear warfare chicken game with the
Sovietleadership - a nuc lear chicken game that is designed
to prepare a massive first strike nuc lear attack on the USSR
to be followed by invas ion and conquest once the Soviets have
" backed down . " The fact that the Soviets have publicly and
explicitly rej ected any notion of " l i m ited" or " regional "
nuclear w a r a n d have made it c lear that they would fight a
total all-out nuclear war in the fac e of any Rockefeller
instigated nuclear attack has not yet dissuaded the Rocke
fe ller Utopian madmen.
Their Traditiona list opponents have included all the oc
cupants of the White House from Truman on and most of the
country' s mi litary leaders - especially fro m the Army and
Navy - as well as the large majority of the c ountry ' s elected
representatives in Congress .
Traditionalists believe the purpose of nuclear weapons is to
prevent total war. They see nuc lear weapons as deterring
•
World War I I I .
Traditionalists firmly maintain that there is a distinct
" firebreak" between nuclear and non-nuclear weapons .
Comm itted to the defense of the nation, the capitalist
Traditionalist adopts one or another version of the Mutual l y
Assured Destruction (MAD ) doctrine. They us e diplomacy to
seek a reduction of tensions and a l i m itation of the arms race .
F o r the Traditionalist, there is n o such th ing as a lim ited o r
gradual nuclear wa r : any such w a r the United States begins ,
the Traditiona lists rea lize, necessarily m eans at best mutual
annihilation.
Even such a bul let-headed Yahoo as the late Traditionalist
General Douglas MacArthur in 1 955 blasted the Rockefeller
caba l ' s demand for a preventive nuclear war against the
Soviet Union : "War has become a F rankenstein to destroy
both sides . . . . I f you lose, you are annihi lated. If you win,
you stand only to lose. No longer does it possess the chance of
a winner of a duel - it contains rather the germs of double
suicide. "

While the United States enjoyed a distinct advantage in
strategic weaponry and delivery capability, the Rockefeller
Utopian cabal did everything in their power to force U . S .
Presidents t o launch a "preventive nuclear war" against the
Soviet Union regardless of the consequences.
The Rockefeller Utopian cabal has never made a distinc
tion between conventional and nuclear war - they regard
nuclear weapons as conventional . The Rockefeller Utopian
policy i s one of immediately escalating all regional conflicts
to the nuclear level if possible.
R ockefeller and his Utopians have constructed an
e laborate command-and-control structure replete with
" wonder weapon" technologic al gadgetry, and have per
meated existing governmental institutions to prepare Uie
execution of their aims.
For 3 1 years , while Rockefeller held a gun at the heads of
Presidents, the world has trembled under the nuclear terror
fostered by the psychotic Rockefeller Utopians. The often
lonely and steadfast battles against R ockefeller' s crazed
nuclear rampage demands fought by e lected presidents of
the United States - Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy, Nixon,
and now Ford, themselves virtual prisoners in the White
House - have thus far prevented the Utopian push over the
edge. Fortunately for mankind, Rocky never captured the
White House and all the men who have occupied the
presidential seat of power have been Traditionalists.
Today, Rockefeller' s nuclear war drive is far more
dangerous than ever before . The c linically insane Rocke
feller i s once again in open insurrection against the president
of the United States. He and his hireling Henry Kissinger
seek nothing less than nuclear " R eichstag Fire" terrorist
attacks leading to the establishment of police states and a
s i m ultaneous nuc lear warfare showdown with the Soviet
Union to be kicked off by a Mideast regional nuclear war.
Rockefeller's Hiroshima and Nagasaki
Nelson Rockefeller was right in the middle of World War II
war planning. Not only did he run the office of Coordinator of
Inter-American Affairs ( CIAA) as a Nazi collaborator working in coordination with the I . G . Farben spy networks in
the United States, Latin America, and Vichy France - but
a l so he was instrumental in setting up the entire U . S .
strategic bombing (terror bombing) capability during the
war.
The two strategic bombing outfits R oc kefeller established
were the so-called Operations R esearch G roup (OR) - which
later became the Rand Corporation - and the Strategic
Bombing Survey. Their assignment was to study the ef
fectiveness of Nazi and Italian fascist terror bombing, to
assess the results of the Allied saturation bombing against
population centers , and to plan future terror and nuclear
bombing attacks .
The OR Group , which inc luded future Secretary of Defense
M c N a m ara, was headed by Rockefeller family flunky Dr.
J a m e s B. Conant, chairman of the U . S . National Defense
Research Counci l . The Strategic Bombing Survey, which the
Rockefellers set up in coordination with the Morgan financier
faction and their insurance company, Prudential, was
directed by some of Nelson Rockefeller's top hirelings. The
Strategic Bombing Survey was run by CIAA Deputy Director
Paul Nitze, and such other Rockefeller-Morgan brain trusters
as G eorge Bal l , John Kenneth Galbraith, Henry Alexander,
•

•
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and Rensis Likert. Inspired by the Nazi and Italian examples
of mass mental and physical destruction through terror
bombing of population centers, these Rockefeller fascist
outfits advised that the fire-bombing of Dresden and the
dropping of atomic bombs on Japan would secure a great
A merican psychological warfare victory.
The Rockefeller hatchetmen controlling President Harry
Truman - including Rockefeller lawyer and War Depart
m ent head Henry Stimson ; his assistant John J. McCloy,
Rockefeller banker "and future president of David Rocke
feller ' s Chase Manhattan ; and Conant - made the final
"
decision to use the A-bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki,
hiding from Harry Truman the now well-known fact that the
Japanese were on the verge of complete surrender.
The explicit reasons for the heinous Rockefeller-authored
nuclear decision, made apparent in government documents
released years later, was to threaten the Soviets with the
same A-bomb treatment if they did not surrender Eastern
Europe to ultimate political and military control by u.S.
imperialists. Rockefeller dropped the bomb to prevent 1
million Soviet troops poised in Manchuria, from occupying
Japan.
Previously, official joint U . S . -Soviet occupation of Japan
had been agreed upon in diplomatic negotiations. Rocky
wanted Japan all to him self.
Seen in this light, one might think that the A-bombing of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki was the first act of the Cold War.
Actually, Nazi collaborator Nelson Rockefeller had already
beaten the A � bombs to the punch. In July, 1 945 in San
Francisco, shortly before the atomic attack on Japan, Nazi
collaborator and CIAA director Nelson Rockefeller barged
uninvited into the San Franc isco conference m eeting to draw
up the United Nations charter and plan the formation of that
body . Rockefeller demanded first that the Monroe Doctrine
be incorporated verbati m into the UN charter ! He demanded
that the fascist Argentine Axis-government of Juan Peron be
of ficially recognized by the UN body ! He demanded that the
Soviet Union not be allowed to hold Eastern E urope !
Asserting that the UN should not be allowed to exist unless
the body accepted his outrageous and provocative demand s ,
Rockefeller concluded h i s tirade by accusing the official U . S .
conference representatives , Alger H i s s a n d Dorothy Fosdick,
of sel ling out to the Com munists !
In one blow, this was the actual start of the Cold War and
McCarthyis m . Only an incredible accomodation by Stalin
prevented the UN from aborting at birth.
In 1 946, Rockefeller was already trying to run the U . S .
government from h i s position as Undersecretary o f State . He
was pushing Truman to use the lim ited U . s . nuclear arsenal
as quickly" as possible against the Soviet Union before the
Soviets got the bom b. He continued his support and
collaboration with fascist Jualt Peron against the express
orders of President Truman.
Fed up with what he called "Rockefeller's insubordina
tion" (that is, insurrection) , Truman fired Rockefeller in

1946.

Rockefeller Utopians Demand
Go-For-Broke
The Rockefeller cabal and his CIA cohorts wanted to shoot
the works with their then-lim ited arsenal of A-bombs against
the Soviet Union shortly after the World War I I armistice.
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The Rockefeller madmen were not even held in check by the
knowledge that they did not yet possess the capability to
destroy the Soviet Union through nuclear attack and that the
Red Army would j ustifiably occupy all of Europe with ease
i m mediately following any such nuclear strike. In
recognition of this fact, NATO' s official policy line at its
for mation was "Hold the Pyrenees" if the Soviets moved on
E urope in response to a U . S . nuclear strike.
If the U . S . had won the race for the H-bomb, the Soviet
Union would have likely been wiped off the face of the earth.
Details of this heinous secret nuclear conspiracy against
the Soviet workers' state are supplied in insider accounts of
the histo ry of the Rockefeller Utopian cabal's mad drive for
nuclear preventive war. Readers are referred for some of the
detai ls to the revealing and informative accounts by former
Navy officer and State Department official, the staunch
Traditionalist James Lowe in The Age of Deterrence and the
Traditionalist Col . Fletcher Prouty in The Secret Team.
This Rockefeller plot in the 1 946-49 period is a matter of
public record. Soon after the war, in 1 946, 73 U . S . scientists
who had been OR specialists, with Army, Air Force and
Rockefeller family funding, founded Proj ect Rand, the
forerunner of the Rand Corporation, to carry on the
genocidal tradition they had recently initiated. By 1947, the
U . S . Air Force was founded as the cabal' s own private
m i litary branch with the Utopian motto, "Unhampered by
tradition . "
In 1 948, Rockefeller sponsored the " Finletter Report" of
Thomas Finletter ( later the organizer of the CIA's Eugene
McCarthy campaign in 1 968) which urged an atomic attack
against the Soviet Union. Major Alexander P. De Seversky
published a similarly Rockefeller-sponsored call for an
atomic attack on the Soviets in his book Victory Through Air
Power. Rockefeller-Buckley flunky James Burnham wrote
the "bible" on the need for a preventive nuclear war against
the U S S R during this period. The Luce family' s Air Force
Col. C . J . V . Murphy, editor of Fortune magazine , then was 
and still is - the major press conduit for Rockefeller' s
p reventive nuclear war propaganda . At the same time,
Fabian Bertrand Russell in Britain was publicly calling for
the nuclear annihilation of the Soviet Union, before " the
•
totalitarians " got the " ultimate weapon. "
The 1 949 B-36 hearings, for example, were a mere pretext
for promulgation of the psychotic Utopian nuclear scheme.
All the talk in the Rockefeller circles was ' ' rollback, " of the
I ron Curtain, " liberation, " and " preventive war." As
Traditionalist James Lowe strongly suggests, the 1 948
suicide of Navy Secretary of Defense James Forrestal, a
Traditionalist, was caused by the enormous pressure on him
from the Rockefeller-Utopian cabal to A-bomb the Soviet
Union despite the deficiency of U . S . conventional forces in
E urope .
Rocky and Dulles Brothers
Demand "Nuke 'Em"
Throughout the 1 950s, 1 960s, and 1970s, Nelson Rockefeller
has been looking desperately for any angle, opening, gim
m ic k or trick to start and win a nuclear war. With the failure
of the Marshall Plan to provide the necessary economic
recovery for looting purposes in E urope, and with Truman
t

holding fast against Rockefeller demands for a preventive
nuclear war adventure. Rocke �eller was forced to settle for
the limited Korean War. In 1 950. Rockefeller created the so
called U . S . Psychological Warfare Board (USPWB) . ap
pointed himself head of it. and launched a nuclear sabre
rattling black propaganda campaign that destabilized the
worl d situation and precipitated the Korean conflict. John
Gunther. stationed in Japan at the time. reveals in his book
. Douglas Ma cArthur that U . S . government and intelligence
agencies started the Korean conflict by deliberately
beginning war forays into North Korea to which the North
Koreans responded with force .
In 1 953. with a Republican national election victory. the
Rockefeller Utopian retinue moved in force on the U . S .
government. taking over the new R epublican administration.
John Foster Dulles. the old Standard Oil-I . G . Farben lawyer
from the firm of Sullivan and Cromwell. took over the
Secretary of S tate position ; Allen Dulles. John Foster's
brother. became head of the CIA ; and Nelson. in 1 954.
c reated for himself the post of Special Advisor to the
President for National Security affairs in order to
manipulate Einsenhower into a nuclear first strike at the
first propitious moment. Im mediately John Foster Dulles
announced the so-called New Look and his infamous nuclear
first strike doctrine of " massive retaliation. " The hideous
doctrine publicly and explicitly posited that the U . S . would
launch a massive nuclear first strike against the Soviet
Union upon any Soviet " interference " with U . S . economic.
political and military interests in regional areas ( that is.
anywhere in the Third World) .
With the Korean War stalemated. Rocky and the Dulles
brothers in the saddle. and the Air Force's Strategic Air
Command elevated to a position of comp lete supremacy in
the military. the Dulles " massive retaliation" doctrine was
put right into action. As noted by writer and historian John
Spanier along with Sherman Ada m s . the " R on Nessen" of the
E i senhower administration. Rocky and Dulles tried to start a
nuclear war just before the Korean armistice was signed !
In May 1 953. Dulles told Indian Prime Minister Nehru that
the U . S . was going to use tactical atomic weapons to
"provide a tremendous beef-up in the United S tates punch . "
A i r Force Reserve Colonel C . J . V . Murphy reported that a
squadron of F -84G j ets was sent to Japan at that time. armed
with tactical atomic weapons ready for use .
During 1 954. Rocky and his Utopians rode herd on the
administration. The Atomic E nergy Commission under
Lewis Strauss was an insider to the Dulles " massive
reta liation" horror : the Army knuckled under. with its at
tack from McCarthy : the Dulleses had the State Department
and the CIA pursuing all-out for preventive nuclear war ;
and. as James Lowe points out. " the Department of Defense
had been stormed by the Utopian s . " From Rand
Headquarters at Santa Monica. Cambridge. Mass . . and
P r i n c eton. N . J . . Roc kefe l l e r utop i a n m a d m e n m athematicians . physicists. and economists - were chur
ning out nuc lear war scenarios and gameplans for im
plementation by the National Security Council. the Rocke
feller-Rand SAC Command. NATO . and other key com mand
and-control points in the Utopian factions now fully coor
dinated in the nuclear warfare private machine.

In this period Rockefeller activated his henchmen. in
c luding Senator Joe McCarthy and pseudo-scientist Edward
Teller to disorient and silence dissenting Traditionalist op
position to the Utopians' preventive nuclear war policy. The
Army-McCarthy hearings and the Robert Oppenheimer
hearings were but two examples of this witchhunt against the
Traditionalists .
Only the White House had not been completely captured .
President Eisenhower. a conservative Traditionalist at
heart. overruled the Utopians in his c abinet and executive
branch and torpedoed Rocky ' s drive on three specific oc
casions : " massive retaliation" in Indochina in April ,
Quemoy in September 1 954. a n d at the Tachen Islands i n
January.
Special Advisor to the President for National Security
Affairs. Rockefeller. and the Dulles brothers had been in a
berserk rage and desire to go for broke since the August 1953
Soviet development of the H-bomb. When the Soviets
deliberately demonstrated their long-range j et bomber
delivery capability in July 1954. it sent Rocky and the
Dulleses into a total psychotic rampage demanding that the
U . S . nuc lear arsenal be thrown at the Soviet Union at once.
Eisenhower. facing the same Utopian nuclear onslaught
that Gerald Ford is facing from Rockefeller and Kissinger
today. was forced to hold a press conference on August 1 1 .
1 954 t o state his firm Traditional beliefs and his firm op
position to nuclear war : " . . . a ' preventive war' is un
thinkable because. by whatever name it is called. it would
still be war. and an atomic war to boot. It would mean that in
fear of future dangers we would be courting suicide and the
annihi lation of our civilization - a policy not of wisdom but of
desperation. "
When he realized its implications. Eisenhower completely
skuttled the Rockefeller-Dulles " massive retaliation" New
Look. ln S eptember 1 954 E isenhower overruled his " State and
m ilitary advisors" Dulles and Rockefeller when the Com
munist Chinese began shelling Quemoy and the utopian
" fire-eaters " wanted to blast the gun emplacements on the
m a inland. In December 1 954. E isenhower overruled them
again when they demanded an atomic strike over the
Com m unist Chinese shelling of the Tachen Islands . In 1958.
during the Lebanese crisis when U.S. Marines invaded
Lebanon. Eisenhower overruled the Rockefeller Utopian
government once again.
Enter Henry Kissinger
Mad bomber Henry Kissinger ' s 1957 Council on Foreign
R elations study. financed by the Rockefeller Family Fund.
Nuclear Weapons and Foreign Policy. was the basis for a
Rockefeller Utopian counterattack against Eisenhower and a
renewed bloody drive for a preventive nuclear war - the so
c a lled " New. New Look. " " I n the event of war, " psychotic
Rockefeller flunky Kissinger wrote. " which side is likely to
gain by fighting a limited nuclear war? Here our superior
industrial potential. the broader range of our technology. and
the adaptability of our social institutions should give us the
advantage . . . . It will be strategically most productive to
use weapons sufficiently complex to exploit its industrial
advantage. suffic iently destructive so that manpower. cannot
be substituted for technology. yet discriminating enough to
permit the establishment of a s ignificant margin of
superiority. "
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" The introduction of nuclear weapons on the battlefield
will shake the very basis of Soviet tactical doctrine, "
Kissinger continued, expounding Rockefeller's new doctrine
of " limited nuclear war . " "Everything depends on leader
ship of a high order, personal initiative, and mechanical
aptitude . . . self-reliance . . . spontaneity . . . and initiative
(that) grow naturally out of our social institutions."
It was Nelson Rockefeller who first personally presented
Kissinger's findings on strategic doctrine to the U.S.
Congress in the late 1 950s. Similarly, when his proposals
were stymied first by President Eisenhower and then by
President Kennedy, it was Nelson Rockefeller who proposed
to Congress in 1 962 and again in 1 963 that NATO S up re m e
Com mander should be given the power to order the use of
Am erica n nuclear weapons with or without the consent of the
President of the United States. President Kennedy firmly

rej ected the idea making a final definitive statement bc the
matter i n October 1 963 - one month before his assassination.
With the public unveiling of the Kissinger limited nuclear
war doctrine, the Rockefeller Utopian c razies launched
another nuclear surge from 1957 to 1 960. After the Soviets
launched the Sputnik affair, Rockefeller released the Rocke
feller Foundation-sponsored and Henry Kissinger-authored
" Mid-Century Report" and pushed the trumped up " Missile
Gap" hoax and the massive " civil defense" " fall-out" shelter
scare . developed in collaboration with Herman Kahn' s
Hudson Institute and the Rand Corporation.
Nelson Rockefeller, who acquired the nickname in higher
political circles of "Fallout Shelter, " tried to finalize his
plans for nuclear war with his insane personally-directed
national fallout shelter campaign. Then governor of New
York. the Strangelove of American politics demanded that
every American build a fallout shelter in his back yard.
Companies wertt into mass production of fallout shelters .
Rocky then orchestrated a psychological warfare terror
� ampaign to prepare the population for nuclear war. Among
Its themes was : " Should you shoot your neighbor if he tries to
enter your fallout shelter? "
A t the same time, Nelson Rockefeller and the Rockefeller
Foundation financed the so-called Rockefeller Mid-Century
R eport, authored by his flunky Kissinger, which demanded
that the United States begin an all-out escalation of nuclear
a � m s and missile production to " put the U . S . in a position to
WID a nuclear war . " It further called for the reorganization of
the U . S . Armed Forces and Defense Department, p lacing
exclusive emphasis on nuclear weapons . The Report also
proposed to cripple conventional branches of the military in
order to leave no other course than nuclear showdown and
'
ulti mately, nuc lear war.
The Real Story About
The Cuban Missile Crisis

Rockefeller's grip over the new Kennedy administration
was complete. Among the Rockefeller Utopian controllers
were : Rosewell Gilpatrick, Under Secretary of Defense and
former Secretary of the Air Forc e ; McGeorge Bundy,
Special Advisor to the President on National Security Affairs
and Rockefeller front man ; George Ball. Undersecretary of
State and one of Rockefeller's old Strategic Bombing Survey
boys ; Douglas Di llon. Secretary of the Treasury and an old
banking partner of Rockefeller from the Di llon, Read and Co.
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investment firm ; John McCone, Director of the CIA from the
Rockefeller-Bechtel combine ; Dean Rusk, Secretary of State
and former Rockefeller Foundation president ; and Robert
McNa '!l ara, Secretary of Defense and Ford Motor Co�pany
executIve from the old Operations Research.
In 1 962, it was suddenly announced that the supposed
missile gap was a hoax, that the U.S. had a 4 to 1 nuclear
advantage, and Rockefeller was once again moving all out to
p repare a nuclear showdown with the Soviet Union. Defense
Secretary McNamara was sent by the Rockefeller Utopian
cabal to anno u,nce in his infamous June 16, 1 962 speech in
Ann Arbor, MICh . , that the United States is prepared to
launch a "counterforce" first strike against Soviet missile
silos. McNamara laid out "Marques of Queensbury" rules
for a nuclear chicken game. In this speech, Rockefeller
announced to the wotld that the U.S. was going to preserve
the " option" of fighting a "controlled thermonuclear war. "
T h e Rockefeller Utopian caba l w a s intentionally setting up a
nuclear confrontation with the Soviet Union. The Cuban
missile crisis was a direct result of their heinous conspiracy.
The response of peace-loving forces all over the world was
shock at this bald pronouncement of intentions to prepare a
nuclear first strike attack. The French under Gen. Charles
DeGaulle' s direction, immediately established the in
dependent force de fra p pe .
Soviet Premier Khrushchev, on July 1 0 , 1962 at the World
Conference on General Disarmament and Peace, declared
that " the league of war-industrial monopolies, the 'death
m e rc h a nt s , ' and the zealout militarists - this military in
dustrial complex as ex-President Eisenhower described it is heating up the arms race to a frenzy. " Khrushchev an
swered the McNamara " doctrine" directly : "The U.S. press
says that McNamara ' s state m e nt had the approval of the
White House , and interprets it as a sort of proposal to the
Soviet Union on ' rules' of conducting a nuclear war . . . . It is
a monstrous proposal fil led from beginning to end with a
misanthropic disdain for men, for mankind, because it seeks
to legalize nuclear war and thereby the murder of millions
upon m illions of people . . . . " Khrushchev further accused
the United States of p lotting " p reve n t ive war" under the

cover of "taking the initiative. "
The fact that the e nt i re rotten affair was a Rockefeller
setup for nuc lear war was confirmed by the recent public
admission of former West German Chancellor Willy Brandt
that he and neo-Nazi F r a nz-Jo s ef Strauss, former West
G erman defense m inister, were in contact with "high
government officials" (that is, the Utopian planners) and
were prepared to go to war over Berlin one week before the
Cuban missile crisis, but that K e nn ed y nixed the plan ! Lowe
in his book The Age of Deterrence confirms that "the obvious
issue ( such as Berlin o r Cuba) was to use any Communist
aggression as the pretex� to get in the first strike. "
In the face o f the cabal's public announcement of plans to
com mit nuclear aggression, in the summer of 1 962 the
Soviets sent defensive anti-aircraft weapons and SAM
m issiles to Cuba. CIA est ima tes . since made public, not ed
this and informed the President that this constituted no
threat whatsoever to th e Un ited S ta te s .
Th � n in August 1 962, R{l cke feller ran a psychological
warfare operation to prepare the crisis atmosphere for the
anticipated provoked n ucle ar showdown with the USSR

through his front man, the Republican SenatOr from New
York, Kenneth Keating. Keating began announcing in a
hoked-up black propaganda campaign that the Soviets had
delivered offensive nuclear weapons - fully weeks before
they were shipped !
Accounts by administration insiders including Arthur
Schlesinger, Jr. and Roger Hillsman p rovide ample evidence
of the phony Rockefeller orchestration of the entire affair.
Schlesinger, in his book A Thousand Days, reveals that
Bundy, CIA Director John McCone, and other top E xecutive
Com m ittee members withheld from Kennedy the " informa
tion" about missile installments in Cuba until they. had their
" case prepared. "
In mid-October, at the first Ex Com National Security
Council meetings on the crisis, Rockefeller's Utopians
presented Kennedy with an ultimatum - an air strike, a
" surgical operation" to eliminate the bases in a sudden
surprise attack < that is, a nuclear attack on Cuba) . Bobby
Kennedy im mediately demanded some other alternatives :
" Surely there was some other course than bombing. " The
Attorney General, as Roger Hilsman reveals, made clear
that he did not want to see John F. Kennedy go down in
history as "the American Toj o . " " For the United States to
attack a small country without warning , " he said, " would
irreparably hurt our reputation in the world - and our own
conscience. "
Thi.s move would certainly have precipitated a general
thermonuclear war. Fortunately, the m ore sane and cautious .
President Kennedy, with his brother and the late Adlai
Stevenson, then U . S . ambassador to the United Nations,
negotiated a face-saving comprom ise with Khrushchev.
Kennedy publicly repudiated and rej ected the nuclear
brinksmanship policy foisted upon him by the Rockefeller
gangsters. On June 1 0 . 1 963 Kennedy said, " . . . And above
all, while defending our own vital interests , nuclear powers
must avert those confrontations which bring an adversary to
a choice of either a humiliated retreat or a nuclear war. To
adopt that kind of course in the Nuclear Age would be
evidence only of the bankruptcy of our policy - or of a
collective death wish for the world . "
President Kennedy began to increasi n gly resist the Rocke
feller fascist invisible government machine and the CIA. He
had already fired Allen Dulles as head of the CIA in 1962. In
1 963 Kennedy halted another Rockefe ller-CIA Bay of Pigs
invasion plan and resisted the Vietnam buildup . Against the
express wishes of the Rockefeller crowd, Kennedy sent
Averell Harriman to negotiate the 1 963 Test Ban treaty with
the Soviet Union. Just months before he was assassinated,
Kennedy sought to open negotiations with Fidel Castro in
Cuba to achieve detente.
The evidence is overwhelming that Kennedy paid for his
actions for world peace and his intransigence against Rocke
feller with his life . In November 1 963, the President was shot
and kil led - a coup d'etat had occurred in America . Since
that time, the presidents of the U . S . - Lyndon Johnson ,
Richard Nixon. and Gerald Ford - have been prisoners of
the Rockefeller apparatus, trapped in a controlled en
vironment under the Rockefeller gun, as the assassination of
presidentia l candidate Robert Kennedy in 1 968, the at
tempted murder of George Wallace in 1 972, and the two

recent assassination attempts on President Gerald Ford dramatically attest. Rockefeller and Kissinger, in open in
surrection against the U.S. government since 1963, decided to
forego the expenditure of a bullet for Richard Nixon, settling
on an NSC-CIA " destabilization" operation to drive him from
office.
There is extremely strong evidence to indicate that the
assassination of Kennedy was designed to initiate yet another
nuclear warfare showdown with the USSR. Lee Harvey
Oswald, the alleged assassin, was in fact a low-level CIA
brainwashed zombie agent and patsy. He was infiltrated by
the CIA into the USSR and p lanted in several CIA-created
phony Cuban support groups to give him an artificially
constructed left identity. Rockefeller and the CIA doubtless
planned to blame the Kennedy assassination on the USSR
and Cuba, but this was aborted when the CIA took 48 hours to
bump off the patsy Oswald. Unmistakable photographs
showing Watergate buriars and Rockefeller United Fruit
Standard Oil employees Howard Hunt and F rank Sturgis both publicly admitted CIA agents - present near the site of
the assassination in Dallas dressed as tramps have appeared
in major U . S . press. The two were also veterans of the Bay of
Pigs . In fact, the 1 975 Rockefeller Commission on ·
CIA activities devotes an entire chapter of its report to
covering up Rockefeller ' s role in the assassination plot by
d e s p e ra t e l y s e ek i n g to d i s c re d i t i n c ontrove r t i b l e
photographic evidence. Earlier, the Warren Commission,
headed by the omniprese�t lackeys Allen Dulles and John J.
McCloy, had covered up Rockefeller-CIA culpability in the
assassination.
As part of his nuc lear endgame scenario, Rockefeller is
now stating that Lee Harvey Oswald was a Cuban agent.
I m mediately following the Kennedy assassination, Gen.
Maxwell Taylor and McNamara ordered a massive
escalation of the Vietna m war, a move to which Kennedy, of
course, had refused to acquiesce.
Around the same time in 1 963, the Institute for Policy
Studies was established by head of the National Security
Council special staff, Marcus Raskin. The Institute from the
beginning began setting up the networks of terrorist gangs
and countergangs that could later pull off a " nuclear Pearl
Harbor" as a pretext for Rockefeller police state rule and
that could be used as a 1 984 fascist infrastructure .
Writing in the Liberal Papers, the Institute' s Manifesto,
published j ust before the founding of the Institute, I . P . S .
Associate Fellow and Harvard Sociologist Daniel Riesman
said that what the U . S . needed was a Fabian Society,
modeled after the British, to break down existing institu
tions.
Rockefeller on to Nuclear Armaggeddon
For the next ten years , the Rockefeller cabal carried out
the most massive terror bombing of a civilian population in
history in Vietna m . This was part of a rung-by-rung
escalation of that war which never came off because the
Soviets adhered in the most principled way to MAD . It was
part of the R and-Hudson Institute nuclear war game escala
tion ladder - from the Gulf of Tonkin incident to the
Christmas 1 972 bombing in Cambodia.
Whi l e raining genocide down on the Vietnamese population
and attempting to get their fascist infrastructure in place in
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Western Europe and the U . S . for the final showdown,
Rockefeller and Kissinger were still trying to provoke a
nuclear confrontation with the Soviet Union.
Driven by the deepening worldwide economic depression,
the threatened collapse of the U . S . dollar, Rockefeller in
stigated the Israeli-Arab October 1 973 war and the ensuing oil
hoax. Simultaneous with the drive to establish police state
Schachtian regimes in the U . S . and Western Europe, the
Rockefeller Utopian cabal in January 1 974 publicly
resurrected Kissinger's " limited nuclear war doctrine"
using Rand madman and then Secretary of Defense James
" Rodney the Robot" Schlesinger as their mouthpiece.
Depite the fact that the Soviets now enjoy at least a
marginal advantage in nuclear weapons and warfighting
capability, despite the fact that the Soviets have time and
again publicly announced that their policy is that "limited
nuclear war" is not possible ; and despite the fact that the
Soviets have declared that any attempt to impose Schachtian
police state regimes in the West is their tripwire for nuclear
war - a war which would kill over 1 50 million Americans and
devastate the economies of the West - nonetheless the
Rockefeller Utopian cabal plunges madly forward to nuclear
Armaggeddon.
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Today nuclear mania"s Nelson Rockefeller and Henry
Kissinger are conducting an insane drive to precipitate a
regional nuclear war in the Middle East and a nuclear Pearl
Harbor terrorist attack on a major Western population
c enter in order to bring about a nuclear war show of force
confrontation with the Soviet Union. Their fellow Utopian
conspirators are all in place . in key positions in nuclear
command-and-control posts : Kissinger protege and Council
of Foreign Relations graduate Gen. Alexander Haig heads
NATO ; Rockefeller flunky and Deputy Defense Secretary for
Intelligence Robert " Lazard Freres" Ellsworth has just
installed Thomas Lattimer, certified creature of the
Utopians, as coordinator of all m ilitary intelligence net
works ; Rockefeller-Kissinger fiunky Brent Scowcroft
oversees the National. Security Council for his bosses over
and against P resident Ford ; Air Force General and student
of James " Rodney the Robot" Schlesinger, nuclear Utopian
m adman Gen. George Brown is the head of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff and holds the military under his trigger-happy button
finger ; and so forth.
Unless Nelson Rockefeller and Henry Kissinger are
removed from office and their international Utopian nuclear
warfare machine dismantled, Rockefeller and Co. will
launch World War III by no later than early 1977.

.
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New Econom ic Order At Va ncouver U N Meet
'
V ANCO UVER, British Columbia , June 1 2 (NSIPS) - The
United. Nations Habitat conference ended here yesterday
with a clear victory for Third World forces backing the new
world economic order. The closing p lenary session adopted
by a vote of 89 to 15 the Declaration of Principles of the G roup
of 77, the organization of developing nations - thus officially
burying the zero-growth, labor-intensive program of the
conference organizers .
The G roup of 77 Declaration demands the im mediate
implementation of the new world economic order and calls
for industria lization, the exchange of technology,
mechanized agriculture. nuclear disarmament , and a new
international monetary system. A resounding slap in the face
for · U . S . Secretary of State Kissinger, the document in
corporates most of the points forcefully laid out in the
keynote conference address by Mexican President Luis
Echeverria as well as the widely read resolutions circulated
by the International Caucus of Labor Committees.
The Mexican delegation was disappointed at the passage of
what they considered a " compromise " Dec laration, partly
because debt moratorium was vot exp licitly mentioned but
only implied,
Kissinger Ploys Defeated
Kissinger and the World Bank forces threw an incredible
array of diplomatic and other m aneuvers at the govern
m ental delegates to try and split the G roup of 77 and stop the
vote for development : A group of American Indian militants
staged a raid on the plenary j ust as the vote was being taken
on the Dec laration ; aspiring E l izabeth Ray " hostesses" tried
to divert the attention of Third World delegates during
political discussions ; troupes of hippies, whose way to the
conference was paid by the Canadian government, called
Third World delegates " elitist" and caricatured Echeverria
as a Mexican bandit ; a Kissinger flunky from Kenya left a
suspicious suitcase at the conference. site, setting off a bomb
scare during the debate .
These clownish happenings were accompanied by steady
armtwisting and plugging away at zero-growth proposals by
the big-wig Kissinger agents . "The i m port of industry will
open up your country to the multinationals , " Kissinger' s
European agents told African delegate s . while his blackface
agents from Kenya asserted in C o m m ittee One session.
where the Declaration was fought out. that " technology is
im peria list penetration . "

Kissinger's hand i n trying to stop pro-development politics
was far from invisible. Whenever Labor Comm ittee
organizers would try to talk with one member of Sweden ' s
delegations who is a relative of Kissinger Social Democrat
Olof Palme, Sweden' s Premier, guards would intervene to
remove the organizers .
During the c losing plenary when the vote was being taken
on the Group of 77 Declaration. the conference secretary
general Enrique Penalosa. and the session chairman D anson

forced a recess to coincide precisely with the raid on the hall
by the militant American Indians . Danson gave the game
away when after he called for a recess and was booed by the
audience he nervously whispered to Penalosa, "They won ' t
go for it. " To his dismay, his remark was carried to the
audience loud and c lear on the sound syste m .
Despite the frenzied efforts, t h e Declaration w a s supported
by all of the developing nations except a handful of pup
pet regimes like South Korea, and by all of the Comecon
countries. The splits that occurred were among the usually
staunch Kissinger supporters, with the Vatican voting for the
declaration and Austria, Spain, Switzerland, Portugal, and
J apan among the ten abstention s . Indicating the tremendous
pull of development program s versus genocidal zero-growth,
Japan issued a special press statem.ent on its abstention
stressing that it was committed to development but " unsure
of the ramifications " of the new world economic order.
One of the delegations c losest to the Rockefeller zero
growth camp was that of Italy about half of whose delegates
were members of the Italian Communist Party, including a .
longtime editor of the PCI paper Unita. In the true spirit
vkupistorical compromise participation in a bourgeois
government, the Italian delegation pushed labor-intensive
c onstruction for the rebuilding of slums . One Italian repor
ter, a Mr. Nebbia (fog) from II G iorno, went so far as to write
a letter to the Vancouver Sun praising labor-intensive
m ethod s .
.
The Habitat defeat for Kissinger and his World Bank
genocide p lanners was compounded b y an out-and-out
rej ection of s lave-labor policies by delegates at the In
ternational Labor Organization conference in Geneva. At
latest reports , the strong opposition led by the S o viets is
admittedly what forced AFL-CIO representative Irving
Brown to withdraw the global work, camp proposals from the
conference agenda.
The only police shred left for Kissinger at Habitat after his
enormous lobbying effort. was a patently fascist resolution
that passed as a result of a tactical b lunder on the part of the
pro-development forces. Coming out of the Conference's
C o m mittee on National Progra m s , the m inor resolution
inc ludes labor-intensive local-control m easures that are the
antithesis of the unequivocal developm ent principles in the
G roup of 77 D ec laration.
The m andate at both the Habitat and ILO conferences
supporting the basic questions of technology and develop
m ent - following closely on the defeat of Kissinger's World
R esources Bank proposal at the UNCTAD conference in
Nairobi. Kenya - leaves the way c lear for the leaders of the
G roup of 77 now to take unilateral action to begin im
p l e menting the new world economic order.
Comecon Initiatives
The Soviets and the Comecon sector took an increasingly
active role at Habitat to prevent Kissinger and the World
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Bank from busting up the Group of 77 vote. Socialist sector
delegates working behind the scenes effected a compromise
on a " Zionism is racism" resolution brought forward by the
Iraqis, defeating a time-worn U . S . tactic to use anti-Israel
allusions to split the Third World nations.
One compromise resolution attacked all racism without a
reference to Zionism, while another denounced the uprooting
of native populations in occupied territory.
Not surprisingly, bourgeois press coverage of Habitat has
focused on the so-called anti-Israel resolution without a word
on the development vote.
Comecon nations including Mongolia on the last day of the
conference p roposed and pushed through a resolution on
international cooperation that called on the UN secretary
general to prepare a report for the upcoming fall session of
the ge n e ral assembly on the financial implic ations of the
development progra m . Third World delegates at Habitat told
Labor Committee organizers yesterday that the Soviet Union
will push for a new monetary system at the UN General
Assembly in the fal l.
Decontrolling the Habitat

·The defeat of the World Bank p roposals for deurbanization
and deindustrialization - putting people to work in labor
intensive agriculture proj ects - was prepared during the
initial days of the two-week long Habitat conference , at the
non-governmental part of the conference directed by British
zero-growther Barbara Ward . Ward announced that "the
new world economic order is a little hard for everybody to
understand . . . . . Water is an issue we can all agree
upon . . . water for all human settlement s . " After a few non
governmental forums where Labor Committee members set
the record straight on Ward ' s genoc idal proposals her only
remaining supporters were a gaggle of hippies and " friends
of the earth. "
The zero-growth forums became s o unpopular that when
Aurelio Peccei, head of the Club of Rome, arrived at his
speaking spot there were so few people present that he left.
Later at his press conference, Peccei annoucned that " new
anti-bodies are forming, spreading across the crisis-ridden
planet, like the non-governmental organizations here . . . . "
There were very few bbodies to hear him, however, and the

i
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only new anti-bodies were the zero-growthers involved in the
conference from the start.
The few hundred hippies present at the conference were
imported, housed and fed by the Canadian government which
p rovided $1 .65 million for the job, assisted by International
Planned Parenthood and the Manchester Guardian. Housing
accomodations were readied for 4,000 such hippies although
about one-fourth of that number arrived. The government
funding also paid for the printing of a confernce swamp
newspaper called " Jericho" and presumably for its well
equipped reporters.
The high point of the hippies and their support for Ward's
water was a march of about 200 assorted hippies , American
Indians, zombies , and members of Parliament led by Prime
Minister Trudeau's wife Margaret. Trudeau carried a bucket
of water on her head, and was decked out in green leaves.
E ven the bourgeois Canadian press labeled the entire non
governmental confere nce a " fiasco . "
T he Habitat conference later passed a proposal introduced
by a m ixed group of developed and developing nations setting
up a world conference on water for March 1 977.
Few Fall
Governm ental delegates shunned the non-governmental
m eetings , a tendency that rapidly increased after leading
Mexican newspapers fea tured an article on the Labor
C o m mittee intervention entitled "Genocide Plot Denounced
in Vancouver, " and Ward' s swamp newspaper " Jericho"
attacked Third World de l ega tes as " elites which don't
represent the people" and ran a racist cartoon portraying

Echeverria as a Mexican bandit.
Feeling against the water-on-the-brain Ward hi pp ie s was
so strong that many governmental delegates initially refused
to buy New Solidarity, telling organizers " I don't want that
Jericho paper ! " During the conference period, the Labor
Committee sold more than 1 , 500 newspapers to delegates
plus a good number of program matic documents. By the end
of the conference when the Labor Committee organizers
distributed copies of the U . S . Labor Party presidential
candi date LaRouche' s statement calling for an oil boycott if
Israel invaded Syria or Lebanon, there was a tremendous
openness toward the organizers and a recognition of the role
o f the Labor Com mittees in international affairs.

.

Exclusive Trons/ation

The Tri latera l Co m m iss i o n Sta n ds Be h i nd Ca rter
June 1 3 (NSIPS) - The following expose of the powers
behind probable Democratic presidential candida te Jimmy
Carter is from and article which appeared under the a bove
title in the June 4 issue of the Italian magazine L 'Europeo.
by Guido Gerosa
There is an aspect of Jimmy Carter' s rise which has not
received much attention : the meticulous 'construction' of the
candidate through laboratory methods and a sociology
manual technique. And most surprising of all is that, as we
will demonstrate in this article, the patient work of creating a
political " golem , " the distillation of a Frankenstein for
electoral purposes , was done by well known scientists : this
is, the academicians and experts from the Trilateral Com
mission, the very powerful international pressure group
which reflects forces that identify themselves in the United
States with the Rockefeller · brothers , in England with the
banking interests, in France with an align ment that goes
from (French President ) Giscard to Le Monde, and in Italy
with Gianni Agnelli.
In 1 973 Carter was an unknown character, even in the
American political scene. The only thing known about him
was his activism as Georgia governor and the strong relig
ious component of his personality . . . Above all, Carter was a
non-entity in foreign policy. He knew none of the American
leaders who make U . S . international policy, or any foreign
leader . . . . In Spite of his lack of national and international
credentials, shortly after Nixon ' s election to the presidency
Carter began telling friends and relatives : "In 1 976, I will
become President of the United S tates . " This would have
been j udged as pathetic eccentrictiy if during the same
period Averell Harri man, the old man of the Democrat s , the
80-year-old gray eminence of American diplomacy, the
Chicago man whom Roosevelt sent to deal with Stalin, the
wolf during the war, would not have payed a visit to Mi lton
Katz , the powerful president of Harvard' s international
Studies Institute, to tell him : "We can't go ahead with the old
faces. Why don't we target one of these young southern
governors for 1 976? " he drew up a list of three , with Carter's
name on top . Katz carefully took down the names.
Events developed fast. In autumn 1 973 Carter was invited
to a dinner at David Rockefeller's house . . . The apparent
reason was to discuss one of those G eorgia business offices
that Carter establ ishes here and there in the world : but the
truth is that Rockefeller wanted to measure the man. Also
present was one of the most respected American political
scientists : Zbigniev Brzezinski , of Polish origin and a leading
figure at Columbia University, the most informed Kremlin
expert in the world and Secretary of State hopeful in the
event the Democrats retake power after eight years out of
office. In that period Brzezinski was building the most ambit
ious proj ect of his career : the Trilateral Commission. In
theory it was a great "think-tank " , a laboratory for studies
and experi ments in international politi c s , achieved by

periodically gathering top politicians , bankers , financiers ,
industrialists, intellectuals, j ournalists and scholars from the
three worlds , America, Japan and E urope . In reality the Tri
lateral Commission was shaping up as the most powerful
institution of intellectual and political pressure ever
i magined in the world, with a virtually unlimited ideological
and economic commitment, with an array of political forces
that included the Rockefellers and the banking, intellectual
and diplomatic U . S . Eastern E stab l ishment, Giscard and
Agnelli in Europe and the new samurai of Japan ' s industry.
An intellectually sophisticated holy alliance, for the dollar
principle in the world : with the possibilities of recruiting
from an overwhelming gamut of industries, newspapers ,
universities' laboratories, brains governments and under
governments . Brzezinski ' s idea was the most brilliant, the
most " daring" of all : create an intellectual Frankenstein in a
lab, a magnificent political robot, and launch him right to the
White House. This superb creation, according to the Tri
lateral plans, had to be Jimmy Carter.
Let ' s see how the whole thing developed, according to our
careful reconstruction right from the beginning. The first
step was to chooses 74 Americans for the Trilateral . This was
done by a directorate of three wise m e n : David Rockefeller,
Brzezinski and Gerard Smith, former d irector of the dis
armament agency. Warned by the oracle Harriman, Br
zezinski maintained that it was necessary to include in this
assembly of brains two southern governor : one of them was
to be given preeminence as the stalking horse for the elec
tion s . Two names were taken into consideration : Jimmy
Carter and Florida ' s governor R euben Askew. "We were
very i mpressed by Carter, " Brzezinski himself admits.
It is necessary to inc lude here the comments of one of
J i m m y Carter's leiutenants who has been with him since
1 9 70, Dr. Peter Bourne from Washington : " David Rocke
feller and Zbig (nick-name for Brzezinski) agreed im
m ediately that Carter was the ideal politician to be built ; "
and the fascinating test-tube experiment started. One
a uthoritative observer says : " Kissinger built his own person
ality with Nixon as a first level political p rotege, but with
Nelson Rockefeller and his groups of political scientists
standing right behind him . Now Brzezinski is playing the
same game, having Carter occupying Nixon' s post at the first
level, the youngest Rockefeller at the post of his brother, and
the Trilateral as the pressure group . "
Brzezinski performed a Carthusian j ob o n Carter. He and
his colleague from Columbia University, another high
caliber mind, Richard Gardner, p repared Georgi a ' s
governor at t h e Trilateral meetings t h e s a m e w a y in which
great academicians lovingly cherish the doctoral theses of
their favorite students . " At that time, " says Peter Bourne,
" nobody would have wasted half a n hour explaining to
J i m m y what was at stake in the Middle East, Asis or Europe ;
Brzezinski and Gardner spent weeks with him" Gardner
really fe ll in love with his student" . . .
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This complex gestation undertaken by the Trilateral was
going swell : the Carter phenomenon was taking its own
shape. Brzezinski recalls one of the first circumstances in
which he was pleased by his efforts : " it was one of Carter' s
first appearances a s a candidate. He had t o explain t o a
group of journalists why, being almost unknown, he was
undertaking such a big adventure. The audience was mani
festly hostile . . . However Carter did not pay attention to the
provocations and centered every p roblem with a great
style . . . For the first time I was convinced that he could get
the presidential nomination. He had the whole scheme i n his
head . "
A t his point, the Trilateral used all its muscle. With an
easiness that he never would have known without being
backed by such a powerful organ, Carter magically ex
panded h is foreign contacts , to uc h i ng on the entire spectrum

of the big national and international political establishment.
At home he made a major move in 1975, establ is h i ng a link to
the Brookings-Institution, one of the most prestigious
American think-tanks . An old friend . . . introduced him to
Henry Owen, former head of the State Department' s plan
ning office and now conductor of international politics
seminars at Brookings . Owen completed Brzezinski's job,
performing a sensational brainwashing job on foreign policy.
A series of high level " lessons" - organized with sublime
finickiness - were taught to the brilliant student by top U . S .
diplomatic experts . Carter submitted himself t o this
awakening of his intel lectual powers with the stoicism of a
young French monarch from the 1 6th century : for some
weeks he passed from oile teacher to the next, from expert to
expert, having his brain irrigated with explanations on
current world problems and forecasts up to the year 2000 . A
superb job which deserves to be recorded in volumes. Barry
Blechman was in ch a rge of opening up his head on defense
issues, C. Fred Bergston, who used to be one of Kissinger' s
most brilliant lieutenants, initiated hi m on international
economics, Ed Fries submitted him to a seminar on energy
and the rise of Arab oil power. F i nally, the " golem" was
ready, perfectly indoctrinated, to run around the streets .
Naturally, this senti mental education has been reflected in
Carter's campaign apparat. To support the G eorgian can
didate, portrayed in the press as "new" and " naive , " an
intellectual-political machine has been built unlike any that
has ever been seen in the USA : the great Trilateral battery,
including · leaders from the pres s , powerful Wall S treet-linked
offices, super-banks and super financ i a l institutions, " think
tanks , " the establishment ' s intellectual reserves, and
naturally, from the Council on Foreign Relations .
But above all, Carter has profitted by the capital he has
accumulated in the Trilateral meetings . . . He met Leonard
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Woodcock, the powerful president of the Autoworkers Union ;
I.W. Abel, president of the equally influential steel union ;
and a top press leader, Henry Donovan, director of Time,
who according to some famous j ournalists, " has done more
than what is humanly possible to get Carter into the White
House. " But most of all within Trilateral circles, Carter has
been able to meet, some of the most prestigious world
characters and captured their support : I just note Giscard,
the Agnellis, the London bankers. It was not accidental that
Turin' s La Stampa was one of the first newspapers in the
world to spell out the happy "push" of the candidate who
came out of political limbo, nor that L'Espresso echoed it
right away. And for those who try to see international
developments as a whole, it is easy to understand why
Carter, in a sensational Newsweek interview, stated that as
president he would talk with ease with Italian Communists .
Com ing from the Trilateral candidate, this was strong
support for that which within a few months could have
resulted in the policy of Gianni Agnelli, had he entered the
Italian political arena. For some weeks, Agnelli and Carter
have been having a dialogue from their favorite tribunes
(Time, Newsweek, La Stamp a, Le Monde) , following a
strategy in perfect harmony concocted by the Trilateral's
golden brains. If the total stupidity of his staff had not des
troyed Agnelli's candidacy, rendering laughable his peeping
at the Italian public scene, this dialogue with Carter wou l d
have developed along very close lines. Therefore, the idea
that Agnelli was counting on the presence of his candidate at
the White House in order to crown his own political growth is

by no means unfounded.

But going back to Ca rter , will he succeed in presenting
h im self as a new force when his ideological lining and his
political apparat are fundamentally old? Is it possible that
some big forces of the American establishment, the same
ones that destroyed Nixon' s tyranny, could tolerate a group
with such a worrisome international power as the Trilateral
winning, with only one turn of the roulette wheel, the inval
uable strong positions behind the presidency : the position
Sec retary of State, the National Security Council, which
Kissinger' s Machiavellian m ind has turned into a number
one power? . . If the Trilateral Commission, placing its
portentuous robot in the White House, takes control over all
these instruments it would become the most fearsome force
in the whole world and could establish an incredible U : S.
J apan-Germany axis that would use the great potential of the
big technocratic, financial, banking and industrial empires
of the world. The ideology of this technocratic axis would
p robably be an authoritarian ideology of the intellectual right
wing, that which L'Europeo has indicated many times . .
. .

Al l ICu ba n Backed l Te rro r i s m Si n ce 1 960
Was U nder Nati o na l Sec u ri ty Co u n c i l Co n tro l
June 9 (NSIPS) - Since 1960, all so-called Cuban-backed
terrorism in North America and Western Europe has been
directed by the U.S. National Security Council (NSC) . From
the establishment of the Fair Play For Cuba Committee
(FPCC) in 1960 to the activity of today's Puerto Rican
Socialist Party-July 4th Coalition-People's Bicentennial
Com mission terrorist network under the control of Marcus
Raskin' s Institute for Policy Studies, the NSC h a s conducted,
a vast penetration and espionage operation against the
Cuban government. This 1 6-year operation has been essential
to the NSC for providing a " Cuban cover" for its own

terrorist activity.
In the process, the NSC through its Institute for Policy
Studies, has also established effective control of the U . S . zone
of the Puerto Rican Socialist Party ( P S P ) , and is at this time
attempting to extend that control to the PSP's island opera
tions using such Institute-controlled countergangs as the
Weatherman terrorists , the Venceremos Brigade and the
Puerto Rican Solidarity Com m ittee as well as NSC
operatives in the PSP including R oberta S alper. Ramon
Arbona. Florencio Merced and Alfredo Lopez . The NSC's
Cuban operation was also crucial in the takeover of many
existing left groups in North and South America and Western
Europe. and in the creation of the synthetic Maoist counter
gangs of the Am erican "New Left . "
The Labor Comm ittees are able t o establish that the Na
tional Security Council's vast FPCC-Institute for Policy
Studies network is responsible for al most every terrori st
action in North America and Western Europe since 1 960
and that this same network will be responsible for planned
nuclear terrorist incidents on July 4 if it is not dismantled
beforehand.
-

FPCC .Rocky's Steering Committee

By 1 960. the Cuban Revolution represented both a top
target of NSC anti-communist planners as well as an op
portunity for the NSC to gain a credibl e cover for its synthetic
left gangs. The success of the Cuban R evolution had
trem endously impressed left layers internationally. and it
was a shoo-in for the NSC to order m any of its already in
place agents to visit Cuba and begin loudly touting the
" Cuban Model . " Much of the European left's top agents
made the pilgrimage including French existentialist Jean
Paul Sartre. K . S . Karol . Regis Debray. R ene DUmeont.
Andre Gorz . and the British-based Tariq Ali and Robin
Blackburn . At the same time. it was necessary for the NSC to
ensure that the actual Cuban revolutionary process was
sabotaged and isolated .
To answer both these needs. the NSC created the Fair Play
for Cuba Committee. Founded in 1 960 . the FPCC' public goal
was to prevent Castro from " going communist. " According
to FPCC executive member Lyle Stuart. " Unless the U . S .
gave F idel a n alternative. h e would be forced to accept the
support of Soviet Bloc countries . " The FPCC propagandized
that the U . S . should recognize Cuba and see " Castro i s m " as
" nationa list and democratic " . and it arranged trips to Cuba

to this end. Not coincidently, the demand for the recognition
of Cuba was also being pushed at the time by top NSC opera
tive Marcus Raskin. Later to work for the NSC publicly and then to " leave" the NSC to set up the Institute for Policy
Studies - Raskin was then head of the " Liberal Project, " an
early NSC covert operation to maintain control of the U . S .
Congress which was run out o f Rep. Kastenmeir's (D-Wisc)

office.

Despite its anti-communist credentials. the F P C C kept it s
l eft front enough to provide a left cover for presidential
assassin Lee Harvey Oswald, who was " laundered" through
the F P C C in New Orleans in 1963.
The FPCC ' s initial ex ec ut ive committee clarifies who
bankrolled the opera t ion :
* Waldo F rank - " honorary chairman" of the FPCC ac
tivities . During World War II F r an k toured Latin America to
brief governments on U . S . war policies under the personel
direction of Nelson Rockefeller. then coordinator for Inter
A m erican Affairs.
* Lyle Stuart - a former wartime correspondent for the
I nternational News Service and scriptwriter for the CIA front
Voice of America. Turned to publishing MAD magazine ,
Women's Wear Daily. pornography and the writings of
" peaceniks Sidney Lens and Dave Dellinger. His subsequent
publi cations include the " anarchist Cookbook, " a terrorist
manual for making bombs. and the " How to Comm it
R evolution . American Style" by John Rossen and Jeremy
R i fkin of the Institute for Policy Studies terrorist Peoples'
B i centennial Com mission (PBC) .
* John Rossen - former, chairman of the Chicago FPCC
and new co-coordinator for the Washington PBC. Long part
of the Institute 's network, Rossen ' s activities have ranged
from the engineered disruption of the 1968 Democratic
Convention to the 1 969 Weathermen riot i n Chicago.
* S idney Lens - a long-time S tate Department socialist.
whose real name is Sidney Okun of the Okun-Oakes family of
the New York Times. An I nstitute fellow. Lens was on the
editorial boards of " studies on the left . " a " left counter
insurgent j ournal . and of Liberation Magazine. a pacifist
j ournal that David Dellinger also on the FPCC, wrote for
Lens. Dellinger will be participating at the PBC demon
stration in Washington D . C .
* Victor Rabinowitz - o f the Rabinowitz Family Foun
dation which funds Institute for Policy Studies proj ects and
practically every counterinsurgent left cover operation along
w ith the Stem Family Fund. Rabinowitz was one of the
founding m e mbers of the FPCC.
Phase Two

During the second half of the 1 960 ' s - after the collapse of
both the FPCC and the CIA's Bay of Pigs invasion. and as the
NSC-Institutes' "New Left" operation was getting into high
gear - the Cuban route became a major method of laun
dering agents. Utilizing the j ust formed Venceramos
Brigade. several Institute operatives including S aul Landau.
Bo Burlingham Weatherman. Maoist Mike Klonsky and
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Roberta Salper began in 1969 to set up trips to Cuba for "New
Left" recruits - many of whom would end up as today' s
terrorists. The second feature o f the operation was t o take
over the pro-working class apparatus of the PSP and tum it
terrorist - an indesensible pre-condition for implicating the
Cubans in terrorism.
The career of Roberta Salper ties together both these
features . Once she had established her credibility among
Latin leftists through several trips to Cuba, Salper im
mediately moved the PSP's U.S. network. F irst, she
established a relationship with PSPer Florencio Merced - a
leading proponent, along with Ramon Arbona , of terrorist
activity. In early 1972 Arbona and Merced began the suc
cessful takeover of Claridad the organ of the PSP in New
York. Arbona became editor in chief, while another key
Salper contact Alfredo Lopez, became managing editor.
Lopez is currently the chief PSP organizer for the July 4th
Coalition demon stration in Philadelphia . Salper took up as
General Manager of Claridad. By propagating through
Claridad that terrorism is a legitimat� political option, Ar
bona , Salper and Cu. began a process of linking up the
" Puerto Rican struggle for Independence" with the entire
spectrum of Institute Countergangs.
Under an umbrella organization, the Puerto R ican
Solidarity Comm ittee, every countergang from the Hard
Times-july 4th Coalition to the Comm unist Party's Angela
Davis faction has since j.oined hands with the PSP's drive for
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" independence for Puerto Rico . " The leaders of the
Solidarity Committee are identical with the FPCC : David
Dellinger and Arthur Kinoy of the National Lawyers Guild,
also a member of the FPCC.
Salper's " inside job" within the PSP has been matched by
an " outside job" coordinated for the Institute by Saul Lan
dau, one of the creators of the Venceremos Brigade. From
1 969 to now. over 2000 people have gone through the Ven
ceremos Brigade to cut Cuban sugar cane for a several week
period. The Brigade acts as a selection process for the
recruitment and brainwashing of terrorists. The record
speaks for itself : practically every veteran of the Brigade
either has gone into the Weathermen or its above ground
support group, or, to help Salper in the U . S . zone of the PSP.
1 969 Brigaders Alice and S imon Berger, and Jose La Luz now
are in the PSP's New England Regional Executive ; Jeff
Perry is on the New Jersey Regional Executive. Bernadine
Dorhn, Gerald Long, Jeff Sokolow and Julie Nichamin are
only a few of the notable Weather Underground terrorists
who went the Cuban route.
A wave of terrorism has hit Puerto Rico recently as part of
the Institute for Policy Studies-NSC's buildup for a terrorist
disruption of the "RambouiIlet II" economic summit to be
held on the Island June 27. The PSP has announced its in
tention of conducting a demonstration outside the meeting.
These incidents are to act as a preliminary for a major
terrorist atrocity ordered by the NSC for July 4. This whole
network must be dismantled before that time.
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